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Brief Letter from the Editor 

 

 

Hello reader, 

Thank you so much for taking the time to look through this issue. We have received 

many really good submissions in the last few months. Thanks to the incredible efforts of our 

editors, we have reviewed all submissions and returned feedback to the writers. In a 

collaborative effort, we have identified the best papers, which are featured in this issue. 

Curieux Academic Journal was founded in 2016 with the intention of creating a place for 

high school students to express themselves in all academic subjects. We hope that we have 

accomplished this goal. 

 

 

Thank you for your time and support, 

Caroline Xue 
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The Logical Puzzle of Aristotle’s 

Philosophy of Mind 

By Mattias Hoz 

 

Mattias Hoz  

In Aristotle’s seminal work ‘De Anima,’ or ‘On the Soul,’ the philosopher lays out a 

bold claim: that the (uniquely) human capacity for reason and understanding, unlike our other 

basic capacities, like sense perception, cannot reside in a particular bodily organ. In his view, 

this is because our capacity for thought is not limited (Aristotle – De Anima). According to 

Aristotle, two things are true about our sight, ability to move through space, and sense of 

smell (all instances of perceptive faculties). First, they are limited by the constraints of our 

bodies and the natural world, and second, they are all facilitated by parts of our bodies. Since 

Aristotle assumes that these two things must go hand in hand, the lack of constraints on our 

thought must come as a result of this capacity existing, in some way, outside of ourselves, 

and not via some part of the body (Shields). In other words, our limited bodies would be 

incapable of housing our thought and intellect, because there are no limits to this ability.  

However, to fully understand the context in which Aristotle sees human intellect, we 

must first examine the framework in which our capacity for thought and reason exists. 

According to said framework, theorized by Aristotle, all living beings have distinct souls that 

can fall into one of three categories. These supposed categories are organized in a 

hierarchical level, such that they range from least to most complex. The simplest soul is a 

purely nutritive one, which comes with the capacities for nourishment, growth, and 
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reproduction. Every living thing has these capacities, as they are located on the most basic 

level of the hierarchy, but plants alone only have these capacities. One step up from the 

nutritive soul is the part capable of perception (the perceptive soul). Here, the capacities for 

pleasure and pain, desiring something, and locomotion (autonomous movement) are found. 

Since these are less simplistic than nutritive capacities, plants aren’t capable of performing 

these, but animals and humans are, as they possess the perceptive part of the soul. The third 

and final element of the soul relates to intellect, reason, and thought — the rational soul. The 

only organisms capable of the functions associated with the rational soul (thought, 

understanding, etcetera) are humans (and possibly deities, though this is left ambiguous by 

Aristotle). Since human souls are the most complex within the hierarchy, they also contain 

the lower and more basic capacities, as each part is added to the next when ascending the 

hierarchy. One must note that, in Aristotle’s view, the addition of each new and more 

complex part of the soul changes the new combination. If we treat the nutritive soul as A, and 

the perceptive one as B, for instance, the soul with the capacities relating to both nutrition and 

perception — which animals have — wouldn’t simply be represented by A+B, it would 

instead be entirely changed, ontologically distinct, represented as the new entity AB.  

Returning to the central claim that Aristotle builds off of this theoretical view of the 

soul, we can now make sense of the contrast between the human capacity for thought, and the 

non-thinking capacities of all other organisms. Since parts of Aristotle’s argument for our 

physical bodies not being responsible for thought are not laid out explicitly, they, too, must 

first be articulated in order to be evaluated. According to Aristotle, humans, like other 

animals, can only perceive the kinds of things that our sense-organs (things in our body able 

to touch, hear, see) give us access to. This range of perception varies in broadness by 

organism. By comparison, the human ability to not simply perceive but understand something 

does not have clearly delineated limits in the same way. As humans, we can understand such 
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disparate things as the number three, humanity, blueness, and the nature of our own 

existence. In order to reach the conclusion that intellect is not contained in a bodily organ, 

Aristotle builds on a central premise: that since non-rational capacities are limited, and reside 

in parts of the body, then this limitation is the product of our body’s inherent limits. Aristotle 

explains this in his Transmission Model of Alteration, which makes clear that perceived 

objects are able to be perceived because they cause a sort of physical change in the organ 

perceiving them (Shields). Because sense-perception is limited to a specific physical organ, 

there is a limit to the changes and alterations a given organ is capable of undergoing. By 

employing his Transmission Model, Aristotle links perception to physicality, asserting that all 

physical things are constrained by a sort of limitation. But this methodology — claiming that 

thought must work in the same way as these other human capacities, that a new thing must fit 

the rules of the previous set — is Aristotle’s fatal flaw. Even if one assumes that perception is 

predicated upon physical alteration, why would the capacity for thought necessarily work 

within the same confines of physicality? Our rational capacities don’t necessarily fall under 

the umbrella of ‘alteration’ just as all of our nutritive and perceptive capacities do. Would 

each thought physically alter a certain bodily organ, and, if so, wouldn’t its limits be less 

apparent than in the case of seeing or hearing something? In this sense, understanding and 

reason do not fit within the Transmission Model, even though Aristotle attempts to apply it to 

them. As a result, intellect must not be separable from the body, at least not for the reasons 

proposed by Aristotle. Though modern scientific knowledge disproves the premises of 

Aristotle’s argument of human reason, his conclusion (that thought exists outside of the body) 

also does not logically follow from them.  

A possible epistemological approach to this criticism would be to argue for a 

universal nature of human thought and reason. The aforementioned examples of 

radically-different, comprehensible things such as blueness, the nature of existence, and 
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numerical values are concepts generally understood by people. Rationality, thought, and ideas 

need not exist in terms of individuals, and it has not always been the case that humans were 

understood as discreet individuals. Basic logical principles such as “if A=B and B=C, then 

A=C,” exist independently of who is or is not able to understand them. This sort of logic — 

rationality itself — is certainly utilized by humans, but is not made real by existing inside 

some part of a subject. Put another way, basic rational principles would not cease to exist in a 

world absent of rational beings. To refute its logical inconsistencies, one need only examine 

the premises and conclusions of Aristotle’s philosophy of mind.  
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The Functionality of the SARS-CoV-2 

Virus in Human Hosts 

By Caroline Xue 

Introduction  

COVID-19 is an infectious, respiratory disease caused by the virus, SARS-CoV-2, 

that was first discovered in December 2019. SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped, beta coronavirus 

(class IV virus: contains a single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome), like MERS-CoV 

and SARS-CoV. As shown in Figure 1, although SARS-CoV-2 is less lethal than 

MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV, its high infection rate has put overwhelming pressure on public 

health and medical systems internationally, posing an unprecedented health crisis. 

SARS-CoV-2 was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 

March 2020, first originating in Wuhan, China. More specifically, a wet market in Wuhan, 

Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market, was connected to many of the viral pneumonia cases 

first detected. Soon afterward, human-to-human transmission was confirmed. Observed 

clinical presentations range from asymptomatic; to mild symptoms such as a low-grade fever 

and coughing; to severe symptoms such as respiratory failure and death. In response to the 

crisis, an incredible plethora of resources and studies related to COVID-19 have flooded 

major databases, exploring the enigmatic pathogenesis of the virus. 

The human membrane receptor for SARS-CoV-2 is ACE-2, which is present in many 

cell types and tissues including the heart, lungs, kidneys, and livers. As a result, 

SARS-CoV-2 infection can result in a diverse range of health complications, which affect 
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different organ systems. Possible health complications include heart problems, lung function 

abnormalities, and acute kidney injury. 

 

Figure 1. Graph displaying the reported COVID-19 cases from March to December 9th, 

along with the total reported deaths and hospitalized (“Coronavirus in the U.S.: Latest Map 

and Case Count”). 

The Process of SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Human Host Cell 

In SARS-CoV-2, the genetic information is surrounded by a lipid bilayer and capsid. 

So, in order to infect the host cell, the virus must fuse its lipid envelope with the host cell’s 

cellular membrane. 

To begin the process of infection and the viral life cycle, the spikes of SARS-CoV-2 

must bind to the host cell’s surface receptors. These spikes on the virus are S proteins, 

harboring an N-terminal S1 region and C-terminal S2 region. Found on the S1 region of the S 

protein, the receptor-binding domain, RBD, recognizes and responds to the host membrane 

receptor, ACE-2. Next, to release the fusion peptide, host cell proteases, TMPRSS2 and 

Cathepsin L, to mediate the cleavage of S1 and S2 subunits. Next, forming a six-helical 
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bundle, the S2 region mediates the fusion of viral and cellular membranes. After the virus 

fuses its lipid envelope with the host cell’s cellular membrane, E proteins from SARS-CoV-2 

assemble and release the viral genome into the host cell. Once the virus’ genetic material 

enters, it hijacks the host cell’s cellular mechanisms. From inside the host cell, the viral 

polymerases replicate copies of their genome. After transcription of these genetic 

instructions, viral proteins are inserted into the ribosomes of the rough ER and then travel to 

the Golgi apparatus intermediate compartment for assembly in transport vesicles. The 

replicated RNA travels to the Golgi apparatus intermediate from the nucleus to be packaged 

along with the viral proteins. Finally, new virus particles are released from the infected cell 

through the process of exocytosis. 

Function of Envelope Proteins in SARS-CoV-2 

Envelope (E) proteins are small, membrane proteins. Structurally, SARS-CoV-2 E 

proteins consist of 76-109 amino acids, beginning with a hydrophilic amino terminus and 

ending with a hydrophilic carboxyl terminus. The protein’s hydrophobic transmembrane 

domain, in addition to its two hydrophilic terminuses, allows it to function as an integral 

membrane protein. These proteins are very important to the functionality of SARS-CoV-2, 

playing an important role in the assembly and budding of new virions as well as the release of 

virions into the host cell. 

Although these mechanisms of E proteins are not well understood, there is research to 

suggest that E proteins in SARS-CoV-2 act as an ion channeling viroporin in the secretory 

pathway, through which virion particles enter the host cell. By driving the rearrangement of 

secretory organelles, these proteins facilitate efficient trafficking and release of virions. 

During replication, E proteins are abundantly expressed in the infected cell. The 

majority of these proteins are localized at the sites of intracellular trafficking, mainly the ER, 

Golgi complex, and ERGIC. The assembly of SARS-CoV-2 virions occurs at these sites of 
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intracellular trafficking. On the other hand, very few E proteins are assembled into virions. 

This strongly suggests that E proteins play an important role in the assembly and budding of 

virions that are afterward transported out of the infected host cell.  

The Effect of Pre-Existing Conditions on Whether Infected Hosts Become Ill From 

SARS-CoV-2 

Some human hosts are asymptomatic or respond mildly to the SARS-CoV-2 virus. On 

the other hand, others react violently and pass away from infection. The determining factor 

between these two very different reactions are pre-existing conditions.  

Conditions that have been shown to increase the risk of severe illness and death from 

COVID-19 include cancer, smoking, obesity, heart conditions (heart failure, coronary artery 

disease, etc.), hypertension, and immune deficiencies. This is because human hosts that 

already have compromised systems, under attack by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, are more likely 

to have a health complication that relates to their pre-existing condition. The broad range of 

pre-existing conditions that may increase the risk of severe illness and death from infection 

demonstrates the diversity of cell types and tissues that contain ACE-2 and thereby can be 

infected by SARS-CoV-2. For example, if Person A, a chronic smoker for the last 15 years, 

contracts COVID-19, it is likely that they will experience lung function abnormalities.  

Another significant pre-existing condition is age. The production of antibodies that 

are able to fight off the viruses are an important factor in why some individuals are able to 

handle SARS-CoV-2 infection so well, while to others the virus is lethal. As humans age, the 

stem and arms of our antibody molecules become less flexible, thereby limiting their ability 

to modify themselves to defend against a new invader such as SARS-CoV-2. 

Evolutionary Processes in SARS-CoV-2 

SARS-CoV-2 manifests the evolutionary mechanisms of mutations and natural 

selection. Mutation rates are very high for viruses due to their very fast genomic replication. 
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In SARS-CoV-2, this is also true. Although due to the virus’ ability to proofread its genome 

after replication, SARS-CoV-2 accumulates mutations at a slower rate than expected. The 

high rates of mutation is advantageous for SARS-CoV-2 because it produces greater genetic 

diversity. Through the evolutionary mechanism of natural selection, this great genetic 

diversity makes SARS-CoV-2 increasingly well-suited for its environment. An example of a 

mutation that has benefited the functionality of SARS-CoV-2 is the new strain called 614G, 

which is much more contagious. Moreover, because SARS-CoV-2 is rapidly changing, if we 

compared the original strain from December 2020 and a strain now, it would be very 

different.  

These mechanisms of evolution make creating a vaccine for SARS-CoV-2 more 

challenging because the virus is constantly changing and adapting. If the molecules on the 

surface of SARS-CoV-2 are altered, antibodies, produced by the immune system’s response 

to the vaccine, may be unable to recognize viral particles and flag them for destruction. 

Moreover, the deterioration of the vaccine’s efficiency rate due to the antibodies’ inability to 

adequately perform their tasks may also result in the need for a new vaccine. 

Are Viruses Living? 

Living organisms are typically thought to require a level of biochemical autonomy, 

such that they are able to carry out metabolic activities and reproduce by themselves. Viruses, 

such as SARS-CoV-2, parasitize these processes, stripping free energy and molecular 

building blocks from the host cell. Despite containing a genetic program, an isolated virus is 

biologically inert, unable to reproduce or carry out metabolic activities. So, from this 

definition of life, viruses are generally agreed to not be alive, representing an intermediate 

area between life and death.  
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The Possibility of Making a Successful 

Cultural Transition From China to 

America in Selected Chinese Immigration 

Stories 

By Catherine Peng 

Between the late 19th century and early 20th century, citizens of the United States 

witnessed a sharp rise in the number of Chinese immigrants, many of whom were merchants 

seeking fortune in the California Gold Rush. Sui Sin Far and Willa Cather, two 19th-century 

American women writers, wrote several short stories that depict the lives of Chinese 

immigrants in California. Writing from vastly different perspectives, the two authors provide 

readers with unique insights into the difficult nature of the cultural transition of immigrants 

from China to America. The stories I discuss here wrestle with the question of whether 

Chinese immigrants can make a successful transition into American society. Through her 

stories, Cather communicates a negative outlook on Chinese immigration, while Far offers a 

more nuanced perspective regarding the integration of Chinese immigrants into American 

society. Although her stories show that she is aware of the difficult nature of Chinese 

immigrants’ cultural transition into America, Far presents an alternative, more positive point 

of view. Far and Cather’s battling perspectives on the possibility of successful integration 

between Chinese immigrants and Americans suggest strong political and racial tensions 

between Chinese immigrants and Americans during the 20th century.  
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Comparing these two authors accentuates not only the limits of Cather’s narrow, 

negative view on Chinese immigration but also the progressiveness and radicalism of Far’s 

nuanced, more positive view on Chinese immigration. Cather, though crowned as the 

“advocate of immigrants,” applies her beliefs of progression and inclusivity only in stories 

centered around white, European immigrants. The contrast between how Chinese immigrants 

are portrayed in Far’s work and Cather’s work thus highlights Cather’s covert prejudice 

against Chinese immigrants. Furthermore, Cather’s covert prejudice calls attention to Far’s 

progressive and radical views on Chinese immigration. In her more optimistic stories 

regarding Chinese immigration, Far demonstrates her ability to recognize the basic values of 

humanity, such as courage and love, and their universality across races. Instead of 

highlighting the practical differences between Chinese immigrants and white Americans like 

Cather, Far focuses on the enduring qualities of human nature that Chinese immigrants and 

white Americans, as individuals, possess. Far’s unique, profound, and progressive insights on 

Chinese immigration in the United States undoubtedly stemmed from her identity as a 

biracial woman, which placed her under the pressure of embodying a “bridge” between 

Chinese and Western culture. Although she was inherently considered as an outcast of 

American society due to her Asian descent, Far’s individualistic perspective on Chinese 

immigration ironically aligns with the American values of liberty, equality, and opportunity. 

Cather’s argument, though understandable in the context of the United States between the late 

19th century-early 20th century, ultimately succumbs to Far’s belief that courage and love, 

when embodied by both Chinese immigrants and Americans, can help Chinese immigrants 

achieve successful cultural transitions despite obvious difficulties and differences. 

In their fictional works, Sui Sin Far and Willa Cather comment on Chinese 

immigration from their unique backgrounds. Far, originally named Edith Maude Eaton, was 

born in 1865 (Xu 1). Her father, Edward Eaton, was English, while her mother, Grace A. 
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Trefusis, was Chinese (Xu 1). Throughout her lifetime, Far migrated between Canada and the 

United States. Far began her career as a journalist in 1888 while also writing short stories and 

essays (Xu 1). Known for her anthology of short stories, Mrs. Spring Fragrance (1912), and 

her memoir, “Leaves from the Mental Profile of an Eurasian” (1909),  Far was one of the first 

biracial writers of English and Chinese descent to garner appraisal for her literary work.  

Growing up in the 1800s as a biracial woman, Far faced harsh discrimination at her 

homes in England, Canada, and the United States. Far’s Chinese experience is reflected in 

much of her writing, most of which was extremely personal to her. Many of her fictional 

works are based upon her own experiences, and Far’s aforementioned memoir explicitly 

details some of the discrimination that she experienced. She discusses, for example, the time 

she and her brother courageously fought a group of children calling them racial slurs at the 

age of six or seven (Far 1).  

In the memoir, Far wrestles with her identity as a biracial Chinese-American woman, 

and the last sentence best represents Far’s point of focus in the short stories of Mrs. Spring 

Fragrance: “Individuality is more than nationality. ‘You are you and I am I,’ says Confucius. 

I give my right hand to the Occidentals and my left to the Orientals, hoping that between 

them they will not utterly destroy the insignificant ‘connecting link.’ And that’s all.” Even 

though she grew up in traditionally Western countries, Far’s incorporation of a Confucianist 

principle into the concluding sentence of “Leaves from the Mental Profile of an Eurasian” 

suggests her strong connection to Chinese culture. Far concludes her memoir by discussing 

the “connecting link.” Her experiences as a biracial woman living in North America during 

the 1800s shaped her intricate and sometimes contradictory views on the assimilation of 

Chinese immigrants, and her complex views are manifested in the various destinies of the 

“connecting links” in her short stories. 
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While Far has personal insights into the topic of Chinese immigration as a biracial 

Chinese woman, Cather, a Caucasian woman, had been fascinated with the topic of 

immigration since her childhood. Cather was born in 1873, and moved from Virginia to the 

village of Red Cloud when she was 9, where she grew up surrounded by European 

immigrants (Woodress 1). Cather’s growing up among immigrants greatly impacted her 

literary works, including her novels O Pioneers! (1913) and My Antonia (1918). Cather’s 

fascination with immigration expanded beyond European immigrants as she also wrote three 

lesser-known short stories about Chinese immigrants: “The Conversion of Sum Loo” (1900), 

“A Son of the Celestial” (1893), and “The Affair at Grover Station” (1900). 

The origin of the information in Cather’s stories about Chinese immigrants is 

enigmatic since the majority of the immigrants she interacted with regularly were European 

(Woodress 1). Much of Cather’s love for literature was fostered through her extracurricular 

reading of books from the Wieners, a Jewish couple who immigrated from Europe to the US, 

and her natural bond with adults (Woodress 1). An important figure in Cather’s life was 

William Ducker, an educated Englishman who strengthened Cather’s passion for the classics. 

According to Li Zhu and Tim Bintrim’s “The Chinese Connection: Cather and Pittsburgh’s 

Chinatown,'' David Stouck “states that Cather’s source [of Chinese immigration] ‘had to be 

largely literary and a quick perusal of American fiction in the late nineteenth century… 

including Bret Harte, Frank Norris, and Mary Austin’” (1). Zhu and Bintrim also address the 

bewilderment of James Woodress, the author of Willa Cather, a Literary Life, regarding the 

setting of San Francisco in “The Conversion of Sum Loo,” which was a city that Cather had 

never been to (1). Both Woodress and Stouck question the credibility and source of Cather’s 

knowledge of Chinese immigrants, perhaps indicating that Cather’s writing stems merely 

from the prejudice and condescension that ran frequently among Americans in the 1800s.  
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Understandably, scholars disagree upon Cather’s treatment and characterization of 

Chinese immigrants. While Cather’s source of knowledge of Chinese immigrants might not 

be credible, she had held certain esteem and respect for the Chinese since her high school 

years, as depicted in her graduation speech “Superstition versus Investigation”: “The ancient 

Orientals were highly civilized people but were dreamers and theorists who delved into the 

mystical and metaphysical, leaving the more practical questions unanswered, and were 

subject to the evils of tyranny and priestcraft” (Woodress 1). In her graduation speech, Cather 

recognizes the greatness of the ancient Chinese civilization but also points out the 

superstition that subjected the ancient Chinese to dictatorship and the evils of religion. 

Cather’s respect for Chinese immigrants is apparent in the article she wrote after 

meeting Yee Chin, a Chinese merchant in Pittsburgh, therefore invalidating the assumption 

that Cather wrote her Chinese immigrant stories without a solid source. However, she 

highlights the differences between Chinese immigrants and Americans, which implies her 

covert prejudice against Chinese immigrants. Upon meeting Yee Chin, Cather, under the 

pseudonym of Henry Nicklemann, wrote two articles regarding his life: one about his 

personal life and the other about his opinions on the Boxer Rebellion in China (Zhu, Bintrim 

3). In the first article, Cather describes Yee Chin as “both dignified and confident and his 

courtesy unfailing” (Zhu, Bintrim 2), and she praises him by attributing his booming business 

to his “high character and unusual intelligence” (Zhu, Bintrim 2). Furthermore, in the article, 

Yee Chin states that he would never allow his son to immigrate to the US until he is settled 

because “eastern and western ideas of education are so incompatible that six months in 

America would relax the boy’s severe scholastic habits and give him ideas which would be 

injurious to his career as a scholar in China” (Zhu, Bintrim 2). Yee Chin’s highlight of the 

differences between Chinese and Western education may have pushed Cather to believe that 

Chinese immigrants were “unassimilable” in American society.  
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In addition to her interview with Yee Chin, Cather also wrote an unpublished column 

on Wu T’ing-fang, the Chinese minister to the United States, which was noted in The World 

and the Parish, an anthology of Cather’s nonfiction articles and reviews (Curtin 803). Cather 

claimed that Mr. Wu was a “Chinaman down to the end of his attenuated queue” (803) and 

that he had “held his identity through too many centuries of adverse conditions to lose it in a 

few years of European culture” (803). Cather’s description of Mr. Wu indicates his inherent 

isolation as a traditional Chinese man living in Washington. In the article describing Mr. Wu, 

Cather also delves into his wife, Mrs. Wu, implying her subtle rejection of Western culture 

too. For instance, Cather specifies Mrs. Wu’s attitude towards popular, traditionally 

masculine attire on Western women: “She particularly abominates the dress affected by the 

mannish woman, and she objects even to shirtwaists” (805). Perhaps the most important 

section of the column is Cather’s description of Mr. and Mrs. Wu’s son. Cather especially 

notes the difficulties Mr. and Mrs. Wu’s son faced in Western education: “He finds western 

learning difficult to put into a yellow head, and though he is by no means the lowest in his 

class, he is scarcely up to average” (806). To Cather, Mr. Wu and his family’s traditional 

customs and attitudes did not align with the progressive ideals that Western societies 

championed. The struggles that both Yee Chin and Mr. Wu faced when adapting to American 

customs encouraged Cather to conclude that Chinese immigrants were “unassimilable” in 

American society. 

Another source of information that might have impacted Cather’s Chinese fiction 

stories could be the yellow peril propaganda that circulated in the United States during the 

age of new imperialism. According to Thoralf Klein’s “The ‘Yellow Peril’” essay, yellow 

peril emerged before 1905 due to the European fear of economic competition with the 

growing industrialization of China and Japan, a long-term effect of imperialism (1). In the 

United States, "fear of economic competition and that of East Asian (in particular Chinese) 
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labour migration clearly went hand in hand, evoking the spectre of cheap Chinese workers 

out-competing their counterparts in North America and Europe” (Klein 1). Yellow peril in the 

United States manifested in the form of widespread propaganda. Cather wrote her stories 

about Chinese immigrants at the end of the 19th century when yellow peril propaganda was 

at its extreme (to support the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882). Thus yellow peril propaganda 

definitely influenced Cather's work.  

In her interactions with Chinese immigrants, Cather perceived them as isolationists 

and outsiders rather than American citizens, which could explain her hopeless outlook on 

Chinese assimilation in American society. Cather was impacted by both yellow peril 

propaganda and her first-hand interactions with Chinese immigrants; although the two 

sources differed greatly in medium and context, both impressed Cather with the hypothesis 

that Chinese immigrants were inherently “unassimilable.”  

Evidently, both of the writers whom I discuss in this paper shared an emotional 

connection to immigrants. Far, given her identity as a biracial Chinese-American, grasped the 

experiences of Chinese immigrants; Cather, given her childhood interactions with European 

immigrants, better understood and better represented the experiences of European immigrants 

than those of Chinese immigrants. Therefore, it is no surprise that Far took a more nuanced 

and evaluative approach in writing the Chinese characters of Mrs. Spring Fragrance while 

Cather typified the experiences of Chinese immigrants in her short stories based on the few 

interactions she has had with Chinese immigrants. Cather failed to look beyond the practical 

differences between Chinese immigrants and white Americans, such as education and 

religion. However, Far highlighted the similarities between Chinese immigrants and white 

Americans by emphasizing the enduring, universal human qualities that individuals across 

races share. 
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 In Sui Sin Far’s “The Wisdom of the New,” a Chinese immigrant named Wou 

Sankwei builds a stable life in California as a merchant. Following his mother’s death, he 

invites his son and his wife, Pau Lin, to live with him in California. Pau Lin resists Wou 

Sankwei’s embracement of American culture and envies his respect for Adah Charlton, the 

niece of Mrs. Dean, a woman who helped Wou Sankwei assimilate in America. The short 

story ends with Pau Lin tragically murdering her own son to prevent him from adopting 

American culture, or “the wisdom of the new” (hence the name).  

According to Annette White-Parks’ introduction of “The Wisdom of the New”, Far 

was praised for portraying a unique perspective of Chinese-Americans in The New York 

Times on July 7th, 1912 (36). Frank Chin, in his anthology of Asian-American writers, also 

claims that Far was lauded in the California magazine Land of Sunshine for depicting Chinese 

characters as “human beings” rather than merely as “literary material” (4). Although Far’s 

short stories discussed controversial topics of anti-Asian sentiments, the fresh and new 

characters of Chinese immigrants in these stories garnered Far mainstream attention 

(White-Parks 36).  

In Willa Cather’s “The Conversion of Sum Loo,” Sum Chin, an old and respected 

merchant in California, fulfills his filial duty of raising a son after he sends Sum Loo, his 

soon-to-be wife, to the US. Cather’s biographer James Woodress considered the story to be 

“one of Cather’s bad apples” because “the pathos is feeble” (1). Woodress’ judgment of “The 

Conversion of Sum Loo” seems accurate, since the plot of the story offers little emotional 

appeal, making it difficult for the reader to sympathize or identify with the characters, who 

appear one-dimensional and static. The story depicts a conventional Chinese merchant, of 

whom most Chinese immigrants in North America were constituted during the 19th century, 

and a traditional, ignorant missionary with a poor perception of Chinese religion. Most 
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readers nowadays would simply not connect with the plot and characters in “The Conversion 

of Sum Loo.”  

However, the story may be appealing to some readers, as it, to a certain extent, reveals 

Cather’s perspective on the Boxer Rebellion and the Chinese Exclusion Act. Cather’s 

condemnation of religious intolerance in the poem preceding “The Conversion of Sum Loo” 

and her satirical portrayal of sister Hannah both accentuate Cather’s disapproval of bigotry, 

therefore indicating her objection to the Boxer Rebellion and the Chinese Exclusion Act. 

“The Conversion of Sum Loo” may not provoke empathy from readers, but it provides 

historical insight on how acts of religious and cultural intolerance were received by 

well-educated Americans such as Cather during the 19th century. The ending of “The 

Conversion of Sum Loo” is similar to the ending of “The Wisdom of the New”: Sum Chin 

and Sum Loo’s son dies at a young age due to a sickness he contracts after his baptism. The 

Chinese families of both stories face the tension between maintaining traditional Chinese 

culture and adopting American culture. 

Cather’s “A Son of the Celestial” is an earlier version of “The Conversion of Sum 

Loo.” While “The Conversion of Sum Loo” focuses on the death of a child due to the 

incompatibility of Chinese and American culture, “A Son of the Celestial” focuses on a 

friendship between a Chinese immigrant and an American former professor. In “A Son of a 

Celestial,” Yung Le Ho is a well-respected and weathered Chinese merchant who befriends 

Ponter, an old professor who lost his stature and now lives a less fulfilling life copying for 

lawyers and waiting at a boarding house. As the two men smoke opium, they discuss the 

language of Sanskrit, the philosophies of Confucius and Lau Tzu, literary works such as 

Hamlet, and Yung Le Ho’s history. The story reaches a crescendo with an argument between 

the two men, and the story ends with Yung Le Ho’s death and the return of his body to China. 

James Woodress deemed this particular story, despite reflecting Cather’s disapproval of the 
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“pretension and dusty scholarship” (1) of American professors, “of no real importance” (1). 

The lack of reviews written on “A Son of the Celestial” and “The Conversion of Sum Loo” is 

unsurprising given their insignificance in Cather’s literary work on European immigrants, 

which was the highlight of her career.  

Far’s “The Wisdom of the New” and Cather’s “A Son of the Celestial” and “The 

Conversion of Sum Loo” all end in death and a retreat to China. I suggest that the tragic 

outcomes of these stories ultimately depict the authors’ belief that the codependency between 

Chinese religion and Christianity cannot overcome the stark differences between the two 

cultures. In these stories, religion functions as an important aspect of culture, which makes 

them great indicators of Cather and Far’s perspective on Chinese cultural transition. 

Traditionally, the Chinese are associated with Confucianism, which in many ways, 

constitutes more as a pragmatic philosophy than an other-worldly religion. According to Kent 

Deng’s “‘Sweet and Sour Confucianism,’”  the Manchu emperors of the Qing dynasty 

(1636-1912) sought to “redeem themselves with a good Confucian behaviour for the sake of 

their legitimacy” (3) among the Han Chinese, indicating a strong presence of Confucianism 

in the Chinese government then. The Han Chinese, of course, also continued to value 

Confucianist teaching and emphasize Confucianist principles in the late 19th-century. 

Similarly, although religious freedom was one of the pillars upon which the United States 

was built, the United States was an outwardly Eurocentric country that prioritized 

Christianity above any other religion in the late 19th-century. Not every American actively 

practiced Christianity, but almost all Americans operated under a moral system governed by 

Christian values. In the three stories that I examine in this section of my paper, all the main 

characters possess a tendency to lean on Christianity as an “other-worldly” force that 

compliments the pragmatism of Chinese religion. Whether through an emotional connection 

or practical outward observations, the Chinese immigrants in “The Wisdom of the New”, “A 
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Son of the Celestial”, and “The Conversion of Sum Loo” all rely on Christianity one way or 

another. Yet, in all three short stories, the product of the religious codependency between 

Chinese religion and Christianity (either a child or a friendship) never survives. Through the 

dark endings of the bridge that represents this religious codependency, Cather and Far 

indicate the impossibility of balancing not only Chinese religion and Christianity but also 

Chinese and American culture in general. 

Wou Sankwei, Yung Le Ho, and Sum Chin, the main characters of “The Wisdom of 

the New,” “A Son of the Celestial,” and “The Conversion of Sum Loo” respectively, embody 

students of Confucianism or Taoism. Wou Sankwei demonstrates the practices of 

Confucianism through his self-improvement and emphasis on practical duties. When Adah 

Charlton lectures Wou Sankwei about the treatment of his wife, Wou Sankwei absorbs her 

feedback wholly: “He [Wou Sankwei] was a Chinese, and did not see any reason for 

insincerity in a matter as important as that which Adah Charlton had brought before him. He 

felt himself exiled from Paradise… Neither did he lay the blame for things gone wrong upon 

any woman. He simply made up his mind to make the best of what was” (46). Wou 

Sankwei’s positive response to Adah Charlton’s criticism illustrates his goal of 

self-improvement. Furthermore, to Wou Sankwei, “Pau Lin was [is] more of an accessory 

than a part of his life” (32). Wou Sankwei buys Pau Lin “silk dresses, hair ornaments, fans, 

and sweetmeats” (32), but the two never connect on a deeper emotional level during their 

marriage. Wou Sankwei’s lack of emotional connection with Pau Lin illuminates his 

approach to marriage as simply a practicality that Confucius emphasizes.  

Although Cather explicitly mentions Sum Chin’s ties to Taoism in “The Conversion 

of Sum Loo,” Sum Chin embodies several aspects of Confucianism as well. Filial piety, 

according to Donald Holzman’s “The Place of Filial Piety” in Ancient China, is “a kind of 

extreme devotion to parents that seems to be characteristic of China and unknown… in the 
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West” (190). Kwong-Liem Karl Kwan, in his “Counseling Chinese Peoples: Perspectives of 

Filial Piety”, further notes that one of the filial obligations in Confucianism is “to bear sons 

and thereby continue the family line” (25). In fact, Mencius himself, the second greatest 

thinker in Confucianism, once said “there are three things which are unfilial, and to have no 

posterity is the greatest of them all” (Tsit-Chan 75). Evidently, providing male successors is 

an indispensable aspect of Confucian filial piety. Thus it is no surprise that after Sum Wing’s 

death, Sum Chin deeply regrets that he does not fulfill the duty of providing his parents a 

grandson: “The voice of his old father cried out from the grave in bitterness against him, 

upbraiding him with his neglect to provide offspring to secure rest for his spirit” (1). 

In Cather’s article about Yee Chin, she specifically mentions that his son “has passed 

his first examination, and also the second examination and had obtained the degree called in 

China, the degree of the Flowering Talent” (Zhu, Bintrim 2). Interestingly, Sum Chin is a 

scholar who has taken “the Eminent Degree of the Flowering Talent” and has prepared “for 

the higher Degree of the Promoted Men.” Rita Mei-Ching Ng stated in her journal article 

“College and Character: What Did Confucius Teach Us About The Importance of Integrating 

Ethics, Character, Learning, and Education?” that “the main concern of the Confucian 

tradition is education” (2). Education is at the forefront of Confucianism, and Sum Chin’s 

intellectual pursuits paint him as an educated man— a Confucianist. 

Yung Le Ho, the main character of “A Son of the Celestial,” embodies the Taoist 

sage. According to Fung Yu Lan’s Short History of Chinese Philosophy, Taoists believe that 

“the man who lives prudently must be meek, humble, and easily content” and that “humility 

is the direct opposite of arrogance, so that if arrogance is a sign that a man’s advancement has 

reached its extreme limit, humility is a contrary sign that that limit is far from reached” (100). 

Yung Le Ho is the epitome of humility. Throughout the short story, Yung Le Ho is portrayed 

as an educated and widely admired man; in fact, “the professors had a great deal of respect 
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for Yung,” (1) and “all the ladies who were enthusiastic over Chinese art bought his painted 

silken birds, and beautiful lacquered boxes, his bronze vases, his little ivory gods and his 

carved sandal wood, and paid him whatsoever he demanded for them” (1). Despite the praise 

and acclaim that Yung Le Ho receives, his only desire is to be able to travel back to China, 

indicating his humility and contentedness. The traits praised by Taoists are all adversaries to 

the passion and ardor that Ponter exhibits, accentuating the tension between him and Yung Le 

Ho.  

“The Wisdom of the New,” “The Conversion of Sum Loo,” and “A Son of the 

Celestial” emphasize the codependency between Chinese religion, specifically Confucianism 

and Taoism, and Christianity through the mutual reliance between Chinese characters and 

American characters. Perhaps this codependency is best summarized in “The Wisdom of the 

New”: “But the Chinese mind requires two religions. Even the most commonplace Chinese 

has yearnings for something above everyday life. Therefore, he combines with his 

Confucianism, Buddhism—or in this country, Christianity” (42-43).  Fung Yulan, the famed 

scholar of Chinese philosophy, explained the desire of Chinese people to rely on Chinese 

religion and Christianity simultaneously in A Short History of Chinese Philosophy: “To 

answer the above questions, I would say that the craving for something beyond the present 

actual world is one of the innate desires of mankind, and the Chinese people are no exception 

to this rule. They have had not much concern with religion because they have had so much 

concern with philosophy” (4).  Humans possess a natural curiosity for the occurrences of the 

world. While much of Chinese religion is largely philosophical and answers the questions to 

everyday life, Christianity and other other-worldly religions explain natural phenomena. 

Based on the examination of “The Wisdom of the New,” “The Conversion of Sum Loo,” and 

“A Son of the Celestial,” Chinese immigrants are drawn to Christianity not only because the 
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religion answers natural questions about the world but also because it also offers  hope and 

optimism that pragmatic Chinese religions lack.  

In the “Wisdom of the New,” Wou Sankwei embodies the practicality of 

Confucianism: He marries his wife “as a matter of duty” (31), and he places 

self-improvement as his “object and ambition” (29). As a result, he finds his “other-worldly,” 

fairy-tale like comfort in the “romantic and impractical” (43) Adah Charlton, the antithesis of 

Confucianist practicality. Unlike Wou Sankwei, who approaches his issues pragmatically, 

Adah Charlton approaches them with optimism and emotion. For example, when Mrs. Dean 

explains that Wou Sankwei merely views his marriage with Pau Lin as a duty to fulfill, Adah 

Charlton wonders if Pau Lin feels the same way. The empathy and emotion that Adah 

Charlton offers conciliate Wou Sankwei’s pragmatism. Thus Wou Sankwei respects Adah 

Charlton’s opinions: when Adah Charlton explains Pau Lin’s jealousy, Wou Sankwei does 

not question “whether the angel with the flaming sword had authority for her action” (46). 

The direct reference of Adah Charlton as an angel illuminates her role as a romantic, 

empathetic, Christian mediator in Wou Sankwei’s life. Therefore, the relationship between 

Adah Charlton and Wou Sankwei signifies the interdependency between Confucianism and 

Christianity.  

Similarly, Sum Chin depends on both Chinese religion and Christianity to ensure his 

son’s fortune in “The Conversion of Sum Loo.” In addition to prayers at the Joss house, Sum 

Chin asks “to have the mission folk pray to the Jesus god for his son” (1). He justifies his 

dependency on both religions through his belief that “when all a man’s goods are stored in 

one ship, he should insure it with all reputable underwriters” (1). Sum Chin, just as Wou 

Sankwei, relies on Christianity during times of desperation. However, unlike Wou Sankwei, 

who feels a personal connection to Christianity through Adah Charlton, Sum Chin depends 

on the practical act of Christian prayers for his son’s luck. To Sum Chin, relying on Christian 
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prayers to ensure his son’s luck is simply a duty he has to fulfill as a father. Even though 

Wou Sankwei and Sum Chin depend on Christianity for different reasons, they both believe 

in the benefit of practicing Christianity along with Chinese religion.  

While “The Wisdom of the New” and “The Conversion of Sum Loo” illustrate a 

rather clear codependency between Chinese religion and Christianity, “A Son of the 

Celestial” illustrates a broader codependency between Chinese culture and American culture. 

Yung Le Ho’s natural curiosity attracts him to Ponter, an opposing force with drastically 

different opinions. As Wou Sankwei relies on Adah Charlton’s empathy and Christian values 

to conciliate his own pragmatism, Yung Le Ho relies on Ponter’s contrasting perspective on 

philosophy and religion for intellectual fulfillment. The two opposing forces not only discuss 

Chinese religion but also English literature. After Ponter expresses his strong discontent with 

Chinese culture in an aggressive speech towards Yung Le Ho, Yung “answers never a word” 

(1). Yung Le Ho’s passiveness in the face of Ponter’s hostile monologue suggests Yung’s 

lack of true emotional connection with Ponter, as he does not take offense in any of Ponter’s 

words. The lack of an emotional bond between the two highlights Yung Le Ho’s true goal of 

forming a friendship with Ponter: to simply satisfy his intellectual cravings. Yung Le Ho does 

not directly practice Christianity, but he is fascinated by Ponter’s contrasting Christian 

upbringing and relies on it for the fulfillment of knowledge. 

Despite Wou Sankwei and Sum Chin’s reliance on Christianity and Yung Le Ho’s 

fascination with it, the tragic endings of “The Wisdom of the New,” “The Conversion of Sum 

Loo,” and “A Son of the Celestial” exemplify the unfeasibility of maintaining Chinese 

religion and adopting Christianity. Both “The Wisdom of the New” and “The Conversion of 

Sum Loo” end in the death of a child, while “A Son of the Celestial” ends in the death of a 

Chinese immigrant. In the “Wisdom of the New,” Pau Lin murders her own son, Yen, to 

prevent him from adopting American customs. On the other hand, in “The Conversion of 
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Sum Loo”, Sum Wing, Sum Chin’s son, dies after being baptized. In a sense, both Yen and 

Sum Wing serve as a bridge between Chinese religion on the one hand and Christianity on 

the other hand. During his brief time in America, Yen learns “the language of the white 

woman” (34) and chops of his queue— clear signs of Americanization. More importantly, 

Yen forms a bond with Adah Charlton, who acts as a Christian mediator in Wou Sankwei’s 

life. Adah Charlton takes “a great fancy in Yen” (33) and even sketches Yen for a Chinese 

book she is illustrating. Yen expresses his fondness for Adah Charlton later in the story when 

he approaches her and Mrs. Dean in Chinatown during the Harvest Moon Festival. The 

connection between Yen and Adah Charlton highlights Yen’s role as a bridge between 

Chinese religion and Christianity.  

On the other hand, in “The Conversion of Sum Loo,” Sum Wing’s role as a bridge 

between Chinese religion and Christianity is not illustrated through his own actions (since he 

is an infant) but through his parents’ actions. Even though Sum Chin befriends Norman 

Girrard, a preacher, before Sum Wing’s birth, only after Sum Wing’s birth does Sum Chin 

begin to rely on Christianity, for example by asking the “mission folk to pray to the Jesus god 

for his son.” Additionally, Sum Loo begins to interact with Sister Hannah after Sum Wing’s 

birth. Sum Loo enjoys Sister Hannah’s admiration of Sum Wing, but Sum Loo also learns 

“an English prayer and a hymn or too” and eventually convinces Sum Chin to baptize Sum 

Wing. Sum Chin and Sum Loo’s gradual adoption of Christianity after Sum Wing’s birth 

establishes Sum Wing’s position as a link between Chinese religion and Christianity. The 

deaths of Yen and Sum Wing at the end of the two short stories therefore symbolize the 

destruction of the bridges between Chinese religion and Christianity. 

In “The Conversion of Sum Loo,” this struggle of maintaining both Chinese religion 

and Christianity is foreshadowed in the poem that is placed before the story. Mildred R. 

Bennett states in “Willa Cather in Pittsburgh” that “The Conversion of Sum Loo” is “a 
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protest against attempts to Westernize everybody” (75), which is a claim that is directly 

reflected in the poem preceding the short story. The poem focuses on the ambiguity of the 

existence of the gods in various religions. In the poem, Cather asks: “And who shall say what 

gods survive, / And which in the Pit are hurled?” (1), questioning the truth and reality of 

religion in a world where many coexist. Sum Loo and Sum Chin’s constant battle between 

Chinese religion and Christianity and the eventual death of Sum Wing are referenced 

philosophically in this poem, as it not only imposes the question of which religion is true but 

also whether the gods of these two religions truly exist. “The Conversion of Sum Loo” and 

especially the poem that precedes the story may be an extension of Cather’s graduation 

speech in high school, “Superstition versus Investigation.” Perhaps influenced by the rapid 

industrialization of the late 19th century, Cather chose to champion scientific investigation 

and criticize the superstition of the church in her graduation speech (Woodress 1). Therefore, 

the doubtful tone that Cather employs in this poem may be a subtle display of her disapproval 

and distaste of religious intolerance from Confucianists and Christians alike. 

Although “A Son of the Celestial” does not result in the death of a “bridge” between 

Chinese religion and Christianity, the short story signifies the unfeasibility of a codependency 

between Chinese religion and Christianity and presents the theme of religious intolerance. In 

“A Son of the Celestial,” Cather presents the religious, cultural, and intellectual tension 

between Yung Le Ho and Ponter, perhaps suggesting a natural antagonism in a friendship 

between a Chinese immigrant and an American. The tension between Ponter and Yung Le Ho 

reaches a climax during Ponter’s aggressive and passionate speech. Ponter ends his speech 

with a sentence that perfectly captures his argument: “You are dead things that move!” (1). 

As Julia Lee points out in her essay “The Chinaman’s Crime”, Cather’s portrayal of Chinese 

immigrants as anachronisms is a common theme that stretches across all her Chinese Fiction 

stories (157). Ponter’s bold statement applies to Freymark as well, a Chinese-French 
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character in Cather’s short story “The Affair at Grover Station.” Cather depicts Freymark as 

an anachronism, just as she does Yung Le Ho; Freymark looks “as though he had been dried 

through and through by the blistering heat of the tropics” (1), and his hands are “the yellow, 

wrinkled hands of an old man” (1). There is something “in his present, or in his past, or in his 

destiny which isolated him from other men” (1). Although Cather renders the inherent 

antiquity in Freymark’s Chinese blood as an obsolete quality, it is his agedness that allows 

him to adapt to the modernity of the United States and ultimately commit a crime from which 

he successfully escapes (Lee 155). Lee, through the presentation of Cather’s Chinese 

characters, argues that the Chinese “are culturally metachronistic and simultaneously 

hypercompetent negotiators of modernity” (155) and therefore pose a threat to the late rise of 

modernity in the United States. The antagonism between Yung Le Ho and Ponter can thus be 

explained by the jealousy that Ponter faces in his friendship with Yung Le Ho. To Ponter, 

Yung Le Ho is a man who has outlived his civilization. Yet, for all of Yung Le Ho’s 

“deadness”, he has nevertheless achieved more success than Ponter (Lee 159). Yung is “the 

best workman in the city”, and professors hold “a great deal of respect” for him; Ponter, on 

the other hand, has lost his job as a professor and no longer even holds a stable occupation. 

Ponter fears and envies Yung Le Ho’s adaptability and intelligence, just as many other 

Americans envied the Chinese’s wit and resourcefulness in the 19th century (Lee 159). The 

intellectual gap between Ponter and Yung Le Ho is therefore a great factor to the demise of 

their friendship.  

Furthermore, Yung Le Ho’s longing and desire to visit his fatherland reflects his 

sensitivity and sentimentality too. Ponter’s passionate and vigorous speech stands in sharp 

contrast with Yung Le Ho’s Taoist meekness, tranquility, and concealment of his emotions— 

even after Ponter lectures Yung Le Ho, Yung Le Ho remains calm. One would expect 

Ponter’s zeal and Yung Le Ho’s calm rationality to moderate their friendship,  but the story 
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that Cather tells in “A Son of the Celestial” argues the very opposite and portrays a friendship 

in which the difference of cultures and religions is the cause of its demise. 

As a response to the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1892 (Zhu, Bintrim 4), Cather’s “A 

Son of the Celestial” opens with a poem that captures the essence of the story and 

foreshadows its plot, similar to the poem in “The Conversion of Sum Loo.” In “A Son of the 

Celestial,” the opening poem illustrates the breathtaking imagery that characterizes China, 

such as “the peach blossoms by the Chinese wall” (1) and “the Hwang-Ho [that] glides 

through the golden sand” (1). Although the beautiful imagery denotes a sense of positivity 

and tranquility, the first and last lines of the poem, both of which indicate that the speaker of 

the poem (presumably Yung Le Ho) would be deceased when finally “experiencing” the 

beauty of China, completely shatter the perfect atmosphere created by the imagery. The 

poem’s lugubrious tone overshadows the peacefulness and contentment presented by the 

imagery, foreshadowing the poignant and bittersweet ending of the story.  

When comparing the two stories by Cather and Far’s “The Wisdom of the New,” it is 

important to note that the latter is more about the intertwinement of Chinese culture and 

American culture rather than the relationship between Chinese religion and Christianity. 

Unlike “The Conversion of Sum Loo,” the destructive relationship between Chinese religion 

and Christianity is much more subtly implied. Rather than placing religion as the focus of the 

story, Far sheds light on the relationship between Chinese religion and Christianity through 

minor details, such as Lae Choo’s story: “‘My [Lae Choo’s] man received word yestereve 

that the good old mother of Chee Ping—he who was baptized a Christian at the last baptizing 

in the Mission around the corner—had her head secretly severed from her body by the 

steadfast people of the village, as soon as the news reached there. ’Twas the first violent 

death in the records of the place. This happened to the mother of one of the boys attending 

the Mission corner of my street’” (35). The death of Chee Ping’s mother highlights Chinese 
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immigrants’ intolerance towards Christianity, further emphasizing the impossibility of a 

Chinese immigrant practicing Chinese religion and Christianity simultaneously.  

The relationship between Chinese religion and Christianity is at the center of “The 

Conversion of Sum Loo” and “A Son of the Celestial.” While Sui Sin Far depicts the Chinese 

immigrants’ intolerance for Christianity subtly through Lae Choo’s story, Cather makes this 

point explicitly. When Sum Wing dies after being baptized, “the Taoist priest mocks him 

[Sum Chin] and grins from the Joss house across the street”. The battle between Chinese 

religion and Christianity also comes into sharp focus during Ponter’s critical speech about 

Chinese religion and people. Lae Choo’s story is largely unimportant to the plot of “The 

Wisdom of the New”, but the Taoist priest in “The Conversion of Sum Loo” reacts to the 

most important event of the story and Ponter’s speech is the climax of “A Son of the 

Celestial.”  

Other elements implicitly presented across these stories, such as language and 

educational barriers, also enforce the difficulties of cultural transition. For instance, the 

difference between Chinese and American education is a point of contention in both “The 

Wisdom of the New” and “A Son of the Celestial.” In “The Wisdom of the New,” Yen’s 

receiving of an American education creates conflict between Wou Sankwei and Pau Lin, thus 

highlighting the difficulty of balancing both Chinese and Western culture amidst a cultural 

transition; In “A Son of the Celestial,” the differences between Yung Le Ho and Ponter’s 

education emphasize their incompatibility as friends, thus highlighting the difficulty of 

forming strong, emotional connections with Americans who prioritize contrasting educational 

beliefs amidst a cultural transition. 

Although Far and Cather utilize different methods to discuss the destructive 

relationship between Chinese religion and Christianity, reading “The Conversion of Sum 

Loo” and “A Son of the Celestial,” both of which explicitly state the incompatibility of 
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Chinese religion and Christianity, helps draw readers’ attention to the more subtly outlined 

relationship of Chinese religion and Christianity in “The Wisdom of the New.” These three 

stories all contain the running thread of a “connecting link”, which introduces the core 

struggles that Chinese immigrants face when transitioning into American society. While “The 

Wisdom of the New” and “The Conversion of Sum Loo” introduce a child character who 

functions as a bridge, the friendship between Yung Le Ho and Ponter functions as a potential 

bridge in “A Son of the Celestial.” The three short stories end with the destruction of the 

bridge, symbolizing the impossibility of a codependency between Chinese religion and 

Christianity. However, the other struggles on which these bridges shed light, such as 

language and educational barriers, indicate that these bridges connect Chinese and American 

culture not only through religion but also through education, language, knowledge, etc. 

Therefore the religious incompatibility and various other cultural struggles that Cather and 

Far present in these stories through the “connecting link” stand for the larger interpretation 

that Chinese culture and American culture cannot be consolidated successfully. The tragic 

endings of all three stories signify the impossibility of Chinese immigrants achieving a 

successful transition into American society. 

All three of Cather’s stories that deal with Chinese immigration are deeply pessimistic 

and Far seems to share that pessimism in “The Wisdom of the New.” Cather’s one-sided, 

pessimistic view on Chinese immigration is understandable since she portrays the Chinese 

immigrants whom she has met as outcasts of American society in the articles she wrote about 

them. However, some of Far’s other short stories in Mrs. Spring Fragrance are markedly 

different, exhibiting a more positive and hopeful outlook on the bridge between Chinese 

culture and American culture, thus signifying the complexities and inconsistencies of her 

experiences as a biracial woman in North America during the late 19th century. Far’s 

nuanced perspective implies that she has a deeper personal connection to the different 
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experiences of Chinese immigrants than Cather; her more hopeful outlook on Chinese 

immigration reveals that her experience as a biracial author might not have been all negative. 

As addressed in Arnold Pan’s Transnationalism at the Impasse of Race- Sui Sin Far and U.S. 

Imperialism, Far’s portrayal of the fate of the “connecting link” in Mrs. Spring Fragrance 

differs from one story to another. “The Wisdom of the New” exemplifies the failure of a 

Chinese immigrant household to simultaneously embrace Chinese religion and Christianity, 

while “The Gift of Little Me,” “A Story of One White Woman Who Married a Chinese,” and 

“Her Chinese Husband”, other short stories in Mrs. Spring Fragrance, exemplify the 

heartwarming integration of Chinese and Western culture.  

Unlike other stories in Mrs. Spring Fragrance, “The Gift of Little Me” presents the 

successful integration of an American woman within a Chinese community and not vice 

versa. Jean McLeod, an American teacher that has assimilated into a Chinese community, 

receives gifts from her students during the Chinese New Year. However, Little Me, one of 

her students, does not give her a gift due to his family’s financial status. After receiving gifts 

from her students, Miss McLeod reminds her students of the story about the birth of Jesus, a 

gift beyond price for Christians (55). Upon hearing the story of Jesus, the innocent Little Me 

gifts his little brother to Miss McLeod. Little Me’s giving away of his own brother initiates a 

sense of fear among the Chinese community as Little Me’s parents, Chee A Tae and Chee 

Ping the First, launch a search for their younger son (58). The story reaches a climax when 

Wang Hom Hing, "a pompous man whose conceit had been inflated by the flattery of wily 

white people, who, unlike the undiplomatic Scotch woman, did discriminate between the gifts 

of the rich and poor” (60), accuses Miss McLeod of kidnapping Little Me’s younger brother 

after he is found in her house. In the end, the truth of Little Me’s giving away of his own 

brother is revealed, and Miss McLeod is embraced by the Chinese community. “The Gift of 

Little Me” urges readers to empathize with Miss McLeod, a compassionate American 
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teacher, rather than the corrupt yet influential Chinese man, Wang Hom Hing. The unique 

perspective of “The Gift of Little Me” distinguishes itself from the rest of the stories in Mrs. 

Spring Fragrance, indicating Far’s understanding that intolerance runs deep in both Chinese 

and American communities. 

Ultimately, “The Gift of Little Me” expresses Far’s hope for the successful integration 

of Chinese and American culture in future generations. The innocence and naivete of Little 

Me contrast the corruption and manipulation of Wang Hom Hing, emphasizing the kindness 

and tolerance of the younger generation and the close-mindedness of the older generation. 

After hearing the Christian story about the birth of Jesus, Little Me contemplates Miss 

McLeod’s speech with “solemn eyes” and “puckered brows” (56) instead of refuting Miss 

McLeod’s Christian story because it does not align with the traditional Taoist and 

Confucianist rites. A factor as to why Little Me responds to Miss McLeod’s speech with such 

acceptance is that he is, after all, a child who does not fully understand the disparities 

between Chinese religion and Christianity. However, his genuine attempt to emulate the gift 

of Jesus for Miss McLeod with his own brother is an illustration of the innate empathy that 

most children possess. By crafting a character such as Little Me, Far projects her hope for the 

embracement of both Chinese and Western culture in the United States in progressive, more 

open-minded future generations.  

Little Me’s innocence furthers the notion that humans are not born racist but rather 

conditioned to discriminate in their maturation. Ponter’s explosive and condescending speech 

criticizing Yung Le Ho’s Chinese culture in “A Son of the Celestial” sharply contrasts Little 

Me’s reaction to Miss McLeod’s story about Jesus. In “A Son of the Celestial”, Ponter’s 

previous occupation was “the chair of Sanskrit in a Western University” (1). He is also 

described as “one of the most learned men who ever drifted into ‘Frisco” (1). Despite 

Ponter’s impressive formal education, he nevertheless approaches Yung Le Ho’s Chinese 
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background with apprehension and disapproval rather than open-mindedness and acceptance. 

His obstinate and rigid perspective of Chinese culture is symptomatic of his upbringing in the 

United States during the 19th century, a time and place in which discrimination against any 

marginalized group was normalized. Little Me, on the other hand, is a son of impoverished 

Chinese immigrants who has yet to complete elementary education. Despite Little Me’s lack 

of maturity, he reacts to Miss McLeod’s story about Jesus with tolerance, indicating the 

innate human kindness that all possess at birth. Miss McLeod’s assimilation into the Chinese 

community plays a large part in Little Me’s reaction too. In Little Me’s eyes, Miss McLeod’s 

integration into the Chinese community paints her as a member, rather than an outsider, of 

the community. Because adults within the Chinese community treat Miss McLeod warmly, 

Little Me does so as well. Unlike Ponter, Little Me lives in a community that is not 

prejudiced to “outsiders,” and is thus not conditioned or “taught” to discriminate against 

people who are unlike him.  

Because “A Story of One White Woman Who Married a Chinese” and “Her Chinese 

Husband”, two connecting short stories in Mrs. Spring Fragrance, are both organically 

interwoven with Christian tenets, they reveal Far’s successful religious integration into 

Western society. Liu Kanghi, the husband of the main character, Minnie, represents a Christ 

figure who not only literally saves Minnie from death but also enlightens her with his 

kindness and tolerance. Minnie meets Liu Kanghi at the nadir of her life, and he saves her 

from her attempt to commit suicide with her newborn baby (68).  

After Liu Kanghi successfully persuades Minnie to continue living, she allows herself 

“to be led into the light” (68). Biblically, light represents life, salvation, and of course, Jesus. 

God manifested light in His first creative act for the purpose of giving life to earth (English 

Standard Version Bible, Gen 1:2), indicating the wickedness, chaos, and death of darkness. If 

darkness represents the evils of the world, light represents the goodness of the world— and 
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therefore Jesus too. Jesus directly compared Himself to light: “‘I am the light of the world. 

Whoever follows me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life’” (John 8:12). 

When Minnie steps “into the light” (68), she leaves the darkness and follows Liu Kanghi (or 

Christ), thereby freeing herself from death and repossessing the “light of life” (John 8:12) 

once again. Because Liu Kanghi leads Minnie into the light and saves her life, he symbolizes 

Christ.  

Furthermore, Liu Kanghi dies as a martyr at the end of “Her Chinese Husband”. 

When leaving his house one morning, Liu Kanghi is unfortunately shot in the head. Yet, he 

nevertheless fulfills his children’s wishes of bringing back two red balls for them before his 

death. Liu Kanghi proves his kindness even to his very last breath, indicating his true 

embodiment of the goodness of Christ.  

The goodness of Liu Kanghi ultimately saves Minnie spiritually as it encourages her 

to become a kinder and more tolerant person towards foreigners. “The Gift of Little Me” 

reveals how one can be educated to discriminate against marginalized people, but “A Story of 

One White Woman Who Married a Chinese” reveals how one can, over time, become more 

embracing of immigrants. Minnie reaches her newfound tolerance not through formal 

education but through her experiences with Liu Kanghi. Again and again, Liu Kanghi 

demonstrates his love for Minnie. Not only does he provide Minnie with a home (68), but he 

also provides her with a job as an embroiderer (70), allowing her to pay off her debt, earn a 

good living, and take care of her baby. Minnie finally feels that “life was [is] worth living” 

(70) after she finally settles into her new home and job. Liu Kanghi’s kind acts provide 

Minnie happiness, and she loses “the prejudice against the foreigner in which I [she] had been 

reared” (70). Liu Kanghi’s embodiment of Christ’s goodness initiates a spiritual renewal for 

Minnie, one that restores her happiness and develops her tolerance.  
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Eventually, his kindness kindles a love between him and Minnie, one that bridges the 

differences between Chinese and American culture. Before Minnie confesses her love for Liu 

Kanghi in front of James Carson, her abusive former husband, she recognizes Liu Kanghi’s 

kind acts: “But he [Liu Kanghi] succored and saved the stranger woman, treated her as a 

woman, with reverence and respect; gave her child a home, and made them both independent, 

not only of others but of himself” (73). After vocalizing the selfless, loving acts of Liu 

Kanghi, Minnie finally realizes that she loves him.  

Liu Kanghi, a Christ figure in “A Story of One White Woman Who Married a 

Chinese” and “Her Chinese Husband,” saves Minnie’s life and ultimately renews her spirit by 

encouraging her to embrace a new sense of tolerance for Chinese immigrants. More 

importantly, however, Liu Kanghi’s embodiment of Christ’s kindness ignites a love between 

him and Minnie, one that overcomes the differences between American and Chinese culture. 

Through these two short stories, Far proposes the modus operandi of achieving a future 

integration between American and Chinese culture: be kind. By creating the courageous 

Christ figure of Liu Kanghi, Far demonstrates her trust in the kindness of humanity and her 

hopeful belief that love will one day successfully support the integration of Chinese and 

American culture.  

While Far depicts the dead Yen as the destruction of a bridge meant to unify 

American culture and Chinese culture in “The Wisdom of the New,” Far also depicts both 

Miss McLeod's tolerance in “The Gift of Little Me” and Liu Kanghi’s kindness in “The Story 

of One White Woman who Married a Chinese” as means to achieving a harmonic coexistence 

between Chinese immigrants and white Americans, indicating her battling outlooks on 

Chinese immigration. Despite Far’s own consistent mistreatment due to her race, she seemed 

to believe that the integration of Chinese immigrants into American society is difficult but not 

impossible. Interestingly, Far depicts both Miss McLeod and Liu Kanghi as characters who 
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embrace the Christian principle of sacrificial love. Instead of illustrating Chinese religion and 

Christianity as two exclusive, conflicting beliefs like Cather, Far also weaves Christian 

elements in her positive stories on cultural transition, implying that the principle of kindness 

is shared among individuals of all religions and races. In other words, Far argues that 

sacrificial love knows no boundaries of religion or race and is thus the key to achieving a 

successful cultural transition as a Chinese immigrant.  

Cather, on the other hand, projects a despairing outlook on Chinese immigration 

through her short stories: the death of Sum Wing in “The Conversion of Sum Loo” signifies 

the death of a link that connects Chinese religion and Christianity, and the demise of Yung Le 

Ho and Ponter’s friendship suggests the impossibility of a Chinese and an American 

maintaining an emotional connection. Both stories indicate Cather’s belief that Chinese 

immigrants could not successfully transition into American society. Given the relative 

improvement of racism in the United States today, Cather’s pessimistic perspective 

surrenders to Far’s trust in the impact that kindness and courage can have on the success of 

Chinese cultural transitions when both Americans and Chinese immigrants seek to embody 

those two values.  

By seeking to portray authentic Chinese immigrants in the 19th-century, Far presents 

her Chinese characters as people who share the same values as Americans. Far focuses on the 

universal principles of kindness and love in her stories, thereby magnifying the similarities, 

rather than the differences, between Chinese immigrants and Americans. White-Parks 

summarizes the above idea well: “Sui Sin Far devoted her fiction to creating a style that 

would shatter the ‘alien Celestial’ stereotype by tapping universal emotions.” (36). Cather, 

however, amplifies the differences between Chinese immigrants and Americans by depicting 

her Chinese characters as “unassimilable” people in American society, a condition due to 

differences in religion, education, or even emotionality. She chooses to focus on the 
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conventional struggles that Chinese immigrants face when adapting to the beliefs and 

customs of American society but neglects the sacrificial love that Far believes can resolve 

differences between Chinese immigrants and Americans.  

Cather conveyed a pessimistic perspective on Chinese immigration perhaps because 

she had not interacted with successful “connecting links” such as Far. Despite Cather’s title 

as “the advocate of immigrants,” she might have failed to recognize the success a 

“connecting link” between American culture and Chinese culture could attain due to the lack 

of positive representation of Asian Americans in the media during the 19th century. Cather’s 

most well-known works of literature, such as O Pioneers! and My Antonia, are not simply 

coincidentally focused on European immigrants. She was well-acquainted with European 

immigrants, as depicted through her stories (Woodress 1). Because Cather’s childhood was 

strongly impacted by European immigrants, she viewed them as citizens who truly belonged 

in American society. While she grew up in the presence and influence of European 

immigrants, her experiences with Chinese immigrants were meager, partially explaining why 

she chose to portray her Chinese characters as exiles of American society. Even in the articles 

that Cather wrote on Yee Chin and Wu T’ing-fang, she appears to perceive Chinese 

immigrants as pariahs rather than members of American society. Through her interactions 

with Chinese immigrants, Cather discovered the challenges that Chinese immigrants faced in 

accepting progressive American customs and thus their sense of exile in the United States.  

While Cather might not have consulted yellow peril propaganda when writing her 

Chinese immigrant stories, the dark endings of all three stories suggest the influence of 

yellow peril propaganda and its effectiveness in marginalizing Chinese-Americans and 

thereby painting them as threats to, rather than proponents of, American democracy and 

liberty. In the context of the Chinese Exclusion Act and the Boxer Rebellion, Cather had 

great reason to believe in the failure of Chinese cultural transitions into Western society. 
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However, if Cather had been exposed to “connecting links” such as Far, Cather’s short stories 

might have ended on a more positive note. 

Incidentally, Far was the epitome of Cather’s Chinese characters, whom Lee points 

out are “hypercompetent negotiators of modernity” (155); Far was progressively ahead of her 

time: she acknowledges the reality of Chinese immigration during the 19th century in her 

short stories, but she also asserts her confidence for future successful cultural transitions of 

the Chinese in her literary work. Far’s hopefulness in Chinese cultural transitions might have 

stemmed from her own experiences— as a biracial woman, she herself was a “connecting 

link” between American and Chinese culture, just as the children in “The Wisdom of The 

New” and “The Conversion of Sum Loo.”  

More importantly, however, Far exemplified the success a “connecting link” could 

achieve in the United States: Far was a member of Western society in all ways possible, and 

yet, she also established herself as a literary ambassador for Chinese immigrants by being one 

of the first Chinese-American women to publish a book and by writing about the Chinese 

immigrant experience in Mrs. Spring Fragrance. As I mentioned before, Far’s incorporation 

of Christian elements in “A Story of One White Woman Who Married a Chinese” and “Her 

Chinese Husband” suggests that she was well acquainted with Christianity. Despite all odds, 

Far was a “connecting link” who not only survived but thrived in Western society— if she 

could succeed in Western society, other “connecting links” and Chinese immigrants could 

too. 

Although Cather was analytical and logical in making the decision that Chinese 

immigrants were “unassimilable”, Far, in placing her faith into the kindness and courage of 

humanity, was ultimately more successful in predicting the future of Chinese immigrants’ 

cultural transitions. Anti-Asian sentiments continue to pervade society today, but the obvious 

improvements in cultural and religious acceptance among Americans cannot be ignored. 
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Through small acts of compassion and bravery, it is those such as Liu Kanghi and Miss 

McLeod who transform the attitudes of the people around them and help guide society to a 

more tolerant direction.  
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Immune to Success 

By Naysa Alex 

Abstract 

In this study, [Researcher] evaluates the potential effects an autoimmune disorder can 

have on the academic performance on a student’s life. The study continues with the question, 

“To what extent does a diagnosis of an autoimmune disorder along with external factors 

affect an individual's GPA in grades 9-12 within a suburban Houston area high school?” To 

reach a conclusion, a mixed-methodology, incorporating an open-ended interview and an 

observational study was utilized. The initial part of the study was distributed to the 

[SCHOOL]’s English department, through which [Researcher] was able to gather 235 

responses. The responses were narrowed to those who had autoimmune disorders, who were 

then contacted for the interview process. The purpose of the study was to further the 

discussion on the potential effects of an autoimmune diagnosis. From the results of the study, 

it can be understood that there is no direct connection, only effects from external factors such 

as stress from school, etc., between a diagnosis of an autoimmune disorder and one’s 

academic performance. 

 Introduction 

Over the past few decades, the average number of credits earned by high school 

graduates across the United States has increased significantly from 23.6 credits in 1990 to 

27.2 credits in 2009 (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2011, pg 6). Assuming this 

trend continues, the US will come to be a place where meeting the minimum requirement is 

no longer sufficient to ensure a successful career. Generation Z (those born from 1995 to 

2015), along with future generations, will be required to adapt to this evolving educational 

standard in order to be considered into the university of their choice or even a position they 
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desire. However, professors Edward Lazear and Kathryn Shaw of Stanford University and 

professor Christopher Stanton of Harvard University (2018) highlight the importance of 

competition and variety when looking at applicants for a position as an individual must be 

considered superior to their competitors, rather than simply average (pg 135). However, 

merely achieving this academic standard is already a challenge for students who are forced to 

turn their focus to other important elements that could impact their lives. This includes health 

predicaments such as autoimmune disorders. In fact, in the United States, autoimmune 

disorders are considered one of the top medical issues as more than 23.5 million Americans 

suffer from a variety of disorders (Autoimmune Disease Statistics, n.d., pg 1). 

Literature Review 

Autoimmune Diseases 

An autoimmune disease label signifies that one’s body has undergone an immune 

system dysfunction (National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 2012, pg 1). The 

purpose of the immune system is to produce antibodies that will protect an individual from 

disease and infection, however, when autoantibodies are produced, they can attack a person’s 

healthy and vital cells, tissues or organs (National Institute of Environmental Health 

Sciences, 2012, pg 1). As a result, the damaged body part is no longer functional and the 

individual suffering from the adverse circumstances requires the assistance of medication in 

order for the bodily function to perform at a normal standard (National Institute of 

Environmental Health Sciences, 2012, pg 1). Along with taking the respective medication for 

the disorder, patients have to take time to adjust and often alter several aspects of their lives 

to meet dietary and health requirements. This includes monitoring things like sugar level, 

exercising to stay healthy, attending regular monthly check-ups, and guaranteeing they have 

the money or insurance necessary to pay for everything they need (American Autoimmune 

Related Diseases Association, 2019, pg 6). 
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There are approximately 80 different types of autoimmune diseases in the world with 

50 million Americans living with autoimmune conditions (American Autoimmune Related 

Diseases Association, 2019, pg 1). The autoimmune diseases incorporated under this category 

range from more commonly known diseases such as Lupus, Type 1 Diabetes, and Celiac 

Disease to those that are rare, such as Ascherson’s syndrome and Achalasia (National 

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 2012, pg 1). Although each disease has a unique 

impact on an affected individual, in most cases, autoimmune diseases result in emotional and 

physical implications on that individual's life. 

Effects of Autoimmune Diseases 

 Despite the numerous similar effects of autoimmune disorders, there are obvious 

aspects by which they have a different impact on one’s physical health. Each disorder has a 

differing physical impact on a patient depending on which bodily function, organ or tissue is 

being attacked by the immune system. For instance, Type 1 diabetes has an effect on an 

individuals' pancreas, resulting in the need for insulin as a treatment for the disorder (Food 

and Drug Administration, 2015, pg 2). On the other hand, Lupus is another commonly-known 

disorder in which the kidney is primarily affected. The disorder requires attention in regards 

to certain factors, such as sun protection, medication, and diet, in order to minimize the 

flare-ups for a better lifestyle (Lupus and Allied Diseases Association, 2018, pg 11).  

 Along with the physical issues associated with autoimmune disorders, adolescents are 

hindered in regards to their academic capabilities. While current studies regarding the direct 

effects of the development of an autoimmune disorder on academic performance do not exist, 

a relationship can be found in a more broad sense between the two topics. Due to the 

complications that arise with adjusting to the changes in one’s health condition following a 

diagnosis of autoimmune disease, there can be an effect on one’s performance as they might 

not have enough time to study or complete academically-related assignments due to the time 
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consumption management the disease requires. 

 In addition to balancing school with an autoimmune disease, “Fifty-seven percent of 

children between 6 and 17” participate in extracurricular activities (Census, 2014, pg 1). 

Students often participate in extracurricular activities for several reasons. This could be 

attributed to their desire to become socially involved, to build upon their skills in a certain 

area, to maintain their health, or add to their list of activities in their resume. However, 

extracurriculars are often perceived as taking up too much time, limiting the time students 

have for studying and school-work (Census, 2014, pg 1). As a result, those who ascribe to 

this belief state that academic performance and the GPA of these students can be negatively 

impacted in comparison to other students who do not take part in activities outside of school 

(Freeman, 2017, pg 3). Therefore, such beliefs tend to keep students with autoimmune 

disorders away from extracurriculars in the fear that their academic performance will be 

hindered even more. In a contrasting viewpoint, David Hunt of the University of Southern 

Mississippi conducted an observational experiment through which he studied the grades of 

students along with the extracurriculars they participate in. After synthesizing the data 

collected, he found that “participation of extracurricular activities does not improve or hurt 

one’s grades”, disproving this idea that outside participation can be a disadvantage 

academically (Hunt, 2007, pg 1). 

Relevance of the Study 

More studies will continue to be performed regarding the causes of autoimmune 

diseases, or potential cures and treatments for the disease. Until a cure emerges for every 

disorder, there are still students who are affected by the symptoms of their health concerns. 

Currently, there are no valid studies regarding the impact of autoimmune diseases on 

adolescent academic performance. As aforementioned, the competition in the scholarly world 

has increased immensely to the point where there seems to be a disregard towards those who 
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are academically hindered by their health predicaments. This study will address questions 

regarding possible disadvantages that could arise as a result of health predicaments amongst 

future generations. Specifically, it will bring more attention in the scholarly community to the 

overlooked topic of how autoimmune disorders affect academics in a qualitative method. The 

study advances with the question  “To what extent does a diagnosis of an autoimmune 

disorder along with external factors affect an individual's GPA in grades 9-12 within a 

suburban Houston area high school?” 

Method 

 This suggestive study strived to answer the question of whether the diagnosis of an 

autoimmune disorder has a significance in one’s academic performance purely in qualitative 

fashion (therefore, no statistical analysis will be completed). Based on the results, the study 

attempts to propose an alteration of the circumstances for students with academic adherence 

in order to create an equal playing field in academic standards. To reach a conclusion about 

the extent to which autoimmune disorders had an impact on academics, a 

mixed-methodology was utilized. Comprehensible by its name, a mixed-methods design is 

one that consists of multiple alternate methods as it is an approach to examine a research 

problem rather than the methodology. With respect to the goals of this study, the best 

utilization of the mixed-methodology would be when it incorporates an open-ended interview 

and an observational study. Using a mix of these two methods, the processes would help the 

researcher gather all the information necessary and would make it possible to effectively 

come to a conclusion. The open-ended interviews are essentially a process where the 

researcher would gather information from the participants in person through thorough 

questioning; additionally, the observational study is a method through which information is 

gathered from the participants without manipulation of any variables. 

 The reason these sub-methods were chosen is due to their capability of accounting for 
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a range of factors. Through the observational study process, [Researcher] was able to initially 

gather the data from the participants through surveys in order to categorize them into their 

respective groups: autoimmune disorder or no autoimmune disorder. [Researcher] was also 

able to gather some of the other significant data including the participants GPA (on a 5.0 

GPA scale), specific type of autoimmune disorder (if applicable), some form of 

communication (if they provided), and extracurriculars that the individuals participate in. 

This information helped [Researcher] further categorize individuals and account for 

confounding factors, along with contacting them if further detail was necessary (participants 

would be categorized under this section if they stated they had an autoimmune disorder). This 

was accomplished through the implementation of the second method which were the 

open-ended interviews. After [Researcher] categorized the participants, it became evident that 

interviews with individuals who had autoimmune disorders were a necessary step in order to 

gather further specifics for validity of the results. Additionally, it would be inefficient to ask 

every participant questions applicable only to individuals with autoimmune disorders as it 

would be time-consuming and irrelevant. For example, questions such as “When were you 

diagnosed with your autoimmune disorder?” could not be answered by those who have not 

been diagnosed. In order to bring more relevance to the information gathered, the 

[Researcher] disregarded those in the “no autoimmune disorder” category. Those in the 

“autoimmune disorder” category were identified based on the emails they provided. 

[Researcher] was searching for answers to evaluate their experience with their disorder and 

its effects on his/her daily and academic life. 

Additionally, these methods bear close resemblance to numerous studies regarding 

similar topics, such as the correlation between stress and an autoimmune diagnosis or the 

impacts of participating in too many activities on one’s academic performance. Robert 

Smelling from Harvard (2018) attempted to evaluate if there was any correlation or potential 
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causation between stressful situations and the diagnosis of an autoimmune disorder. He 

utilized an observational methodology in order to reach the conclusion that those with 

stress-related disorders were more likely to be diagnosed with an autoimmune disorder (pg 

1). Using the interview methodology, Case Knifsend and Sandra Graham of California State 

University (2011) evaluated whether the breadth of activities affects an individual’s academic 

performance. As presented by these examples of the utilization of these methods, it is evident 

that they are effective in accomplishing the goals of each respective study. 

Procedure 

 In order to add to the conversation of the potential implications of autoimmune 

disorders on academics, this study focused on high schoolers at [School], a suburban high 

school in Texas. This sample group has not been exposed to the scope of such a topic. 

The survey questions were first synthesized into a survey on the outlet, Zoho Forms. 

The approach of the survey distribution was to give the QR code to the entire English 

department of the school. This included teachers of the classes English 1 (PreAP and 

Academic), English 2 (PreAP and Academic), English 3, English 4, AP Language, and AP 

Literature.  Since English is a mandatory class in this district, it would ensure the maximum 

amount of responses for the research. The focus was placed on asking simple questions 

through the survey such as the previously mentioned categorizers: if they have an 

autoimmune disorder or not (and specifying which disorder if applicable), their GPA range, 

their email (if they felt comfortable providing it), and the extracurriculars they have 

participated in. The questions asked are provided below. 

The following questions will be utilized in the survey  

 

Answer the following questions to the best of your ability with the most accuracy. 
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Do you have an autoimmune disease? If so, 

please specify? 

❏ No, I do not have an autoimmune 

disease. 

❏ Yes, I do have an autoimmune disease 

Explain:_______________________ 

What is the approximate range of your GPA? 

(round to the hundredths) 

❏ 1.00-1.50 

❏ 1.51-2.00 

❏ 2.01-2.50 

❏ 2.51-3.00 

❏ 3.01-3.50 

❏ 3.51-4.00 

❏ 4.00-4.50 

❏ 4.51-5.00 

Do you have any extracurriculars? If so, what 

do you participate in? 

❏ No 

❏ Yes 

Explain:_______________________ 

If you are willing to participate in the next 

round of questions, please provide your 

email. 

 

____________________________________ 

 

The information gathered in this survey will 

be destroyed after the correlation is 

determined. 

 



Table 1: Survey Questions 

*Those who provide their emails will be the ones who will be contacted and asked to 

meet for the interview* 

The responses were evaluated in the next phase of the study to narrow the group that 

should be interviewed. This was accomplished by classifying the group of people without an 

autoimmune disorder to be the control group and classifying the group with autoimmune 

disorders as the observed group. Those in the observed group were later interviewed. In the 

case that there was a surplus of individuals in the observational group, [Researcher] planned 

on further narrowing the group by eliminating the extremes of the situation, such as those 

who had an exceptional GPA or a comparatively lower GPA(on a 5.0 GPA scale) when 

compared against the median of the GPA for the observational group. By eliminating such 

extremes, [Researcher] was able to abide by ad-hoc as such data could skew the results. 

Finally, after the group selection for interviews was determined, survey respondents 

were identified using the emails provided in the survey. In the interview portion, questions 

about when the participants were diagnosed, their experience during the diagnosis, and the 

implications from the autoimmune disease on their lives were asked. The questions asked for 

this portion are provided below. 

 

The following questions will be asked in the interview process (open-ended responses).  
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Please click the checkbox below to consent to 

be contacted. 

 

◻  Agree 

 



Answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
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Q1 When were you diagnosed with your 

autoimmune disorder? 

Q2  Do you recall if your grades drop during the 

time? If so, were you able to recover them 

over time? 

Q3 Would you say that you have become better 

at balancing the management of your 

autoimmune disorder with other factors? 

Q4 On a scale of 1 to 5 how much has your 

autoimmune disease impacted you 

academically? 

Q5 On a scale of 1 to 5, how stressed are you? 

Q6 How much of an impact has your 

autoimmune disease had on your life? 

Through what ways? 

Consent The information gathered in this interview 

will be destroyed after the correlation is 

determined. 

 

By signing below you consent to the 

interview process. 



Table 2: Interview Questions 

 This was the final phase of the study as [Researcher] gathered everything that was 

needed at this point to evaluate and find the correlation of how much of an impact 

autoimmune disorders have on academic performance. 

Ethicality 

Due to the need for personal, along with medical, information, there were some 

ethical concerns with this study. Since the questions were targeted towards minors, it would 

mean that there would be a need for consent forms to be signed and an informed consent 

statement would need to be provided in order to ensure there are no issues with the gathering 

of information from this age group. Additionally, it would be made clear that the information 

gathered would be destroyed after the study and names would not be named in the study as 

well. Therefore, IRB approval was required (and was attained) by the [Researcher] in order to 

implement this approach of resolving the problems related to ethics. 

Results 

 The purpose of the study was to further the discussion on the potential effects of an 

autoimmune diagnosis in an academic setting. After distributing the survey throughout 

[SCHOOL]’s English department, [Researcher] was able to gather 235 responses. From these 

responses, potential candidates were then identified for the second phase of the study 

(Interview portion of the study). Responses were categorized based on whether or not the 

student had an autoimmune disorder, and then contact was made with the individuals who 

responded by saying they have an autoimmune disorder. Therefore, the following 6 survey 

responses were the only ones applicable to the interview portion of the study. 
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____________________________________ 

 



 

Participant #       Grade Level       Autoimmune Disorder                  GPA  

Extra-Curriculars 

 

       1  9th Grade       Immune deficiency              4.51-5.00 Theatre 

      (hypogammaglobulinemia)  

       2 10th Grade       Chronic reoccurring              3.51-4.00  

Volleyball 

         multifocal osteomyelitis  

       3 12th Grade              Vitiligo              4.01-4.50         Dance and Violin 

       4 11th Grade       Ulcerative Colitis              4.01-4.50  

Soccer 

       5 10th Grade        Gastroesophageal              3.01-3.50        ASL 

Club & ASLHS 

              reflux disease  

       6 10th Grade         Type 1 Diabetes              3.01-3.50          No 

extracurriculars 

 

Table 3: Survey Responses  

The interviews were conducted either in person or online (via text or email), 

depending on the individual’s level of availability and comfort in regards to the process. 

From this process, further detail regarding the impact and identification of the autoimmune 

diagnosis was possible. Each response indicated an initial drop in one’s grades following a 

diagnosis. The interviews revealed several reasons for this occurrence, including time spent at 

hospitals, doctors’ visits, severe illness preventing a focus on academics during this time. 
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Medication is also another possible reason as to the drop in student performance at school. At 

times, the medication could cause lethargic moods, making it difficult for one to focus on 

completing schoolwork. However, despite the initial drop in academic performance, these 

individuals claimed that they were each eventually able to improve their performance in their 

respective times as they learned to manage their autoimmune disorder alongside their 

schoolwork and extracurriculars. 

Along with the aforementioned data, respondents were asked to numerically evaluate 

the level of stress they experienced and how much of an impact they believed their 

autoimmune disorder had on their life overall. The results to these questions are displayed in 

Table 4: Numerical Chart of Academic Impact and Table 5: Numerical Chart of Stress. 

 

Table 4: Numerical Chart of Academic Impact 
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Table 5: Numerical Chart of Stress 

The respondents did find a significant impact on their academic performance and 

stress levels as a result of their autoimmune diagnosis (Table 4, Table 5). Some of the 

respondents stated that incomplete school work, as well as the social atmosphere of high 

school, were primary catalysts of stress after treatment. 

When [Researcher] asked about the overall impacts of one’s autoimmune disorder on 

his/her life, individuals responded by saying that it affected their relationships with others, 

their behavior, their perception of certain things, and their energy level.  [Respondent] stated 

that she had to limit the time she spent outside with friends and had to restrict herself when it 

came to spending time with those who could potentially pass on an illness as it was 

particularly dangerous for her to become sick due to the severity of her autoimmune disease. 

The main impact of other respondents included that they had to watch their food intake as it 

had a greater impact on their health when compared to those without the disorder. The 

participants stated that they started to perceive certain things with more importance over 

others, such as health over grades or relationships, in contrast to before their diagnosis. 

Discussion 

 The responses from participants revealed that initially, they had struggled to balance 

school with their autoimmune disease and consequently, their grades fell. However, with time 
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these individuals stated they gained more control when trying to manage the two and 

therefore, GPA was not affected in the long run. One factor that could not be changed with 

time was the stress experienced by these individuals as seen by Table 5:Numerical Chart of 

Stress. Participants stated that while the level of stress did not decrease, they learned to adjust 

as they realized their schoolwork was going to be compromised regardless of their level of 

stress. Comparatively, participants revealed that after their diagnosis, health became the main 

priority for them. Since these individuals are more susceptible to illnesses, they had to limit 

certain interactions with those around them and follow other precautions to prevent a 

dangerous situation as it could cost them their life. 

Additionally, as seen by Table 3: Survey Responses, almost all of the participants 

participated in at least one extracurricular activity, besides participant 6. Due to the lack of 

variation in GPA between those that had an activity and those who did not, it is safe to 

assume that the previously debated impacts of extracurricular activities on academics can be 

disregarded. With this understanding, any potential impacts to the participants academic 

performance can be attributed to a diagnosis of an autoimmune disorder. 

When analyzing all the data collected regarding the impacts a diagnosis upon a 

student’s life, an answer can be formulated to the research question presented earlier (To 

what extent does a diagnosis of an autoimmune disorder along with external factors affect an 

individual's GPA in grades 9-12 within a suburban Houston area high school?). It can be 

understood that there is no direct connection between a diagnosis of an autoimmune disorder 

and one’s academic performance. Instead, the only manner through which a diagnosis can 

impact academic performance is through external factors. This would include factors such as 

increased stress, purloining time to work on school, thus creating the need for time 

management. 

Limitations 
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Even with this answer, it is important to recognize the potential flaws of the study that 

could have altered the result. When distributing the survey to teachers, some teachers might 

not have shown the QR code to their students. As a result, under coverage could have 

occurred, causing the results to be slightly skewed as potential data was not taken into 

consideration. Additionally, the survey and interview process was completely optional and 

lacked compensation for participation, creating room for voluntary bias as some people, both 

with autoimmune disorders or without, might have chosen to ignore the study and not 

participate. Similar to under coverage condition, this could have caused the data to be skewed 

to the group that was accounted for rather than the general population. Additionally, this 

could have also been part of the reason as to why the sample group was smaller than 

preferred. Finally, due to the inability to fact check any of the information provided by the 

participants as it would violate ethical practices, participants had the ability to respond with 

faulty information, creating response bias in the study. Participants might have felt pressure 

answering the personal questions and rather than providing valid information, chose to 

improve their appearance through the survey. This could have resulted in the study 

formulating false ideas as the data was misguided. However certain precautions were taken in 

the hopes of limiting the impact of such forms of bias. For instance, the layout of the 

interview process helped to identify any false information as participants would need specific 

factual data to support their previous statements. Additionally, the entire school was surveyed 

so the lack of a few responses would not impact the results significantly as the overall sample 

was very large. Therefore, even though there were certain factors that could not be controlled 

in the study, they have minimal impact on the results overall as long as it is recognized that 

the conclusions made are specific to the suburban high school in which the study was 

performed in. With respect to this, it can be recognized that the sample and information 

attained was sufficient to accomplish this goal. 
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Conclusion and Future Directions 

As this study is suggestive on a basis of qualitative data, there was no direct impact of 

a diagnosis on one’s academic performance, there seems to be one through external factors. 

Due to this, accommodations can be made in regards to those conditions. There currently 

exists a plan called the 504 plan for individuals who might have been diagnosed with an 

autoimmune disorder or have other health predicaments. The plan was created in the hope of 

leveling the educational field by providing certain accommodations for students who have 

health predicaments that can hinder their academic performance. For example, the plan 

provides students with more time on tests if their condition creates the need for it, excused 

doctor visits, frequent feedback, visual aids, etc. The objective of the plan was to compensate 

for the students' needs to the point where an equal educational opportunity was accessible to 

every student. Although the current plan accounts for most things, certain accommodations 

can be expanded. For example, the plan should cater to high school students specifically. This 

could be possible if they allowed these students to miss more days without losing their 

exemptions as they might be home, sick, longer than other students, or have to deal with 

other factors unexpectedly. Along with this, a point should be made to clearly encourage and 

help students understand the plan so that they can use it to their best advantage. Educating the 

students about such a plan could have a tremendous impact as it could help the stress levels 

of these students to decrease. It would also have the potential of helping them with managing 

their time. 

In light of the results, the study has become a form of inspiration to those who might 

have been diagnosed with an autoimmune disease as it tells them that there is no real impact 

upon their grades unless they permit it. It can create some level of certainty as they now know 

that they are not placed at a disadvantage as long as they learn how to manage both school 

and their disorder. The study also presents a solution through which these students can better 
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understand their options in their educational environment and with each of their respective 

health predicaments. While the study attempted to account for most details, certain 

restrictions were in place as it was conducted in a high school. With this restriction, it was 

harder to access a larger sample size that fit the description of having an autoimmune 

disorder and it meant that the conclusions of the study were specific to the region it was 

performed in and those similar to it. Therefore, in future studies, more accuracy can be 

attained if a larger sample size is used and if the mental health of the patients is taken into 

account. Mental health is a factor that should be taken into account as it could affect a 

student’s mindset towards schoolwork, and their determination to do well in regards to their 

health condition and academic life. Regardless of these factors, the study was successful in 

bringing attention to the topic of school performance being affected by health issues. Rather 

than only focusing on eventual solutions (such as cures) to these health predicaments, topics 

similar to this study should continue to be researched in hope of creating a better environment 

for the students who are currently affected. If this is accomplished, it could help in leveling 

the field completely. 
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Popularization of the Communist 

Manifesto in 19th century Europe 

By Kevin Bai 

According to Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in the Communist Manifesto, “the 

history of all hitherto existing societies is the history of class struggles.” This conflict existed 

in 19th century Europe between the proletarian communists and bourgeoisie capitalists. Karl 

Heinrich Marx was born in Trier, Germany, in 1818, and his collaborator on the Communist 

Manifesto, Friedrich Engels, was born in Barman, Kingdom of Prussia, in 1820.  With Marx 

as the primary author and Engels as his co-author, together they developed the Marxist theory 

and published the Communist Manifesto in 1848. In this era dominated by Capitalism, with 

the advent of the Industrial Revolution, the proletariat labor force became increasingly cheap. 

Tens of thousands of working-class people lacked adequate food or a place to sleep. Marx, as 

a man who experienced political exile for decades, witnessed the impoverished life of 

ordinary people and was determined to completely change society. The Communist Manifesto 

was published with the idea of a new society dominated by proletariats, and was soon rapidly 
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popularized in society. The elements that contributed to the popularity of the Communist 

Manifesto and the political revolutions influenced by its ideas are Marx’s writing style and 

word choice, his convincible notions about a new society dominated by proletariats, and the 

revolutionary idea of class destruction. 

Workers in the 19th century, under the ruling bourgeoisie, endured a hard life. 

Criticism of the bourgeoisie and the new idea of a society dominated by proletarians 

presented in the Communist Manifesto were the main reasons for the book’s popularization 

and the political revolutions it influenced in the 19th century. In the first part of the Manifesto 

Marx and Engels criticized the bourgeoisie class in different dimensions. They believed that 

the bourgeoisie, no different from any former ruling classes that had been overthrown, had 

“established new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms of struggle in place of the 

old ones.” Due to this reason, Marx and Engels suggested that the bourgeoisie was destined 

to be ousted like previous classes. Marx and Engels severely criticized the adverse influences 

of the bourgeois: “It has drowned the most heavenly ecstasies of religious fervor, of 

chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy water of egotistical 

calculation...it has substituted naked, shameless, direct, brutal exploitation.” They described 

the bourgeois as annihilating the unique feelings possessed by human beings, with a broad 

and negative impact on human culture. The system caused society to be seriously affected by 

the concept of pure interest and trade, without any emotions between humans such as 

sympathy, love, and friendship. Moreover, in responding to questions about Communism, 

Marx and Engels strongly denounced the lifestyle of the bourgeois and the bad social 

morality it brought forth, saying that members of the bourgeoisie not only control “wives and 

daughters of their proletarians” but also “take the greatest pleasure in seducing each other’s 

wives.” Marx and Engels also pointed out that excessive property and productivity fettered 

the bourgeoisie and also failed to further its development. They thought that the development 
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of bourgeois had reached a bottleneck, like “[a] sorcerer who is no longer able to control the 

powers of the nether world whom he has called up by his spells,” and would lead its own 

destruction. Therefore, Marx and Engels introduced the idea of proletarians taking control of 

society from the bourgeoisie. 

In the second part of the Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels revealed the nature 

of the proletarian revolution which served the interests of the proletariat, the majority, and 

promoted the entire society. They thought revolution was necessary as society could  “raise 

itself up” without officials being “sprung...into the air.” They strongly believed that the 

current economic situation had caused society to have no room for development; only 

breaking all the original patterns and structures would drive towards a rebirth of society. The 

proletariat was the best choice for this mission, since that “of all the classes that stand face to 

face with the bourgeoisie today, the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class. The other 

classes decay and finally disappear in the face of Modern Industry”. Although the 

proletarians had been constantly “upset” by the competition, they would always “rise up” 

again and become stronger. Their experiences of struggle and other important qualities made 

them the best candidates to overthrow the bourgeoisie. Marx and Engels described some 

future goals and directions of the proletariat. The proletariat “must, first of all, acquire 

political supremacy.” Only by grasping political rights could the proletarians truly overthrow 

control of the bourgeoisie, advance their societal ideals, and achieve the ultimate goal: 

“Abolition of private property.” 

Marx and Engels' critiques about the bourgeoisie resonated with ordinary people. 

Their revolutionary ideas of proletarian political supremacy with the goal of leading a future 

society contributed to the popularization of the Communist Manifesto and political 

revolutions in 19th century Europe. Literary critics also attribute the style, word choice, and 

the ideas of proletariat supremacy in the Communist Manifesto to be the main factors that 
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helped popularize the book and its political revolutionary ideas at the time. They believe 

Marx and Engels presented and spread their ideas in a way that convinced their audience to 

invest in their ideology. 

 In Hersh and Brun’s article, “Globalisation and the Communist Manifesto”, they 

discuss how  “Regardless of the anti-Marxism of conventional thinking, the fact that the 

teaching of Marx and Engels are still capable of showing vitality is no small intellectual and 

political achievement.” They affirm the historical and political significance of the Communist 

Manifesto and explain its positive effects on later ideas, even on Capitalism. In scholar Egbert 

Munzer’s opinion, “The justification of revolutionary activity” that Marx and Engels used, 

was their own reasoning combined with “religious sentiments.” In the book, the proletarians 

are portrayed as the “chosen people,” while the capitalists are the oppressors, like Egyptians, 

Babylonians, and Assyrians, who oppressed the “Selected Race.” Just like many religious 

stories, the proletarians were described as destined to overthrow the rule of the bourgeoisie. 

Such a text with the use of religious propaganda was more influential than all non-Christian 

philosophies. 

Moreover, critics believe that the metaphors Marx and Engels use in the book have 

had a great impact on its popularization. For example, Marx and Engels represented the 

proletarians as “the bottom layer” of society and the “grave-diggers” of the bourgeoisie, 

which not only strengthened the importance of the proletarians to society but also revealed 

the natural advantage that proletarians have against the bourgeoisie. Comparing the 

Declaration of Independence with the Communist Manifesto, author Paul Siegel illustrates 

that the two documents share a similar style, formal but easy to read with heart-stirring and 

convincing words. This style and word choice have made the document widely accessible to 

the general public and have inspired many people to become strong believers of Marx and 

Engels’ ideology. As Marx & Engels employed the use of vernacular language in the book, it 
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appealed to and was accessible to the working classes rather than the exclusionary academic 

language of the bourgeoisie.  

Scholars believe that Marx and Engels successfully popularized the Communist 

Manifesto and the political revolutions in 19th century Europe due to the book’s convincing 

evidence, reasoning, and inspiring wording and style. Seventy-two years before the 

Communist Manifesto was published, a book with nearly the same influence was written by 

Adam Smith on March 6, 1776: The Wealth of Nations. Although it discussed similar 

influences in society, The Wealth of Nations represented the ideology of Capitalism, which 

was opposite to the ideology of Communism expressed by Marx and Engels in the 

Communist Manifesto. It can even be argued that the Communist Manifesto was  a response 

to The Wealth of Nations in a certain sense.  

Freedom in pursuit of one's own interests is an important thought expressed by Adam 

Smith in The Wealth of Nations. He suggested that people will “frequently promote” the 

profit of the society by “pursuing [their] own interests,” much more effectively than when 

people actually intend to promote it. He believed that people's unconscious and free trade 

could bring a significant improvement to the economy of the entire society. This also made 

the “competition” between each individual more critical since competition could bring 

greater benefits to individuals; this in turn would lead to a greater development of the 

society’s economy. Therefore, different from the Communist idea of the abolition of privacy, 

Adam Smith considered people’s absolute freedom to pursue their own interest as their right 

as long as they did not “violate the law of justice.” 

In The Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith also objected to governmental control. He 

explained that governments whose purpose was to promote the society’s economy would not 

be able to achieve this goal. Any attempts by the government to “direct private people in 

what manner they ought to employ their capital” would not only fail to complete the original 
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goal but will also lose trust among the masses. The best solution for this situation, in Smith’s 

opinion, was to develop the economy of the society without interference from the government 

or at least with very little interference from the government, allowing the economy to develop 

freely. He argued that “the economic activity unrestricted by government best serves the 

individual and society.” The Communist Manifesto, on the other hand, expressed an opposite 

governing means of “centralization” of the credit, factories, transportation, and farms “in the 

hands of the State.” 

Marx and Engels’ Communist ideas in the Communist Manifesto -- trade controlled 

by the government, collective production, and abolition of private properties -- completely 

contradicted the ideas of Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations. In contrast to the 

popularization of the Wealth of Nations among the bourgeoisie in the 18th century, the 

Communist Manifesto became popular among proletarians in the 1800s, serving as a 

foundational text to launch political revolutions in 19th century Europe. Marx and Engels 

created the Communist Manifesto in this era, during which several social and political 

revolutions occurred, as well as  rapid developments in many aspects. The social background 

of the Industrial Revolution, widespread poverty, and political depression were the main 

factors that influenced the ideas in the Communist Manifesto. 

One of the biggest problems ordinary people faced in the 19th century was poverty. 

The challenges of poverty were presented in 19th-century paintings (example: The 

Stonebreakers) through the portrayal of poor working-conditions, hunger, inadequate 

housing, and death among ordinary people in society. Artists used color and light to depict 

real social phenomena in their paintings and to arouse people's concerns about poverty. Some 

paintings also promoted different ideas through the portrayal of the “heroic revolution,” 

which guided more people to participate in the revolution that they chose to believe.  The 

emergence of these paintings in the 19th century provided  the best evidence of the severe 
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poverty during that time. The abolition of poverty was also the main goal that Marx and 

Engels were trying to achieve. They genuinely felt the hardships suffered by working-class 

people, including farmers and workers. At that time, workers toiled onerously but still bore 

debts, and were not able to guaranteed  basic necessities of life with enough food to eat and a 

place to live. Marx and Engels believed that through implementing communist ideology and 

the abolition of private property, the problem of poverty would be eventually solved. Political 

repression in the 19th century was another reason that influenced Marx and Engels to write 

the Communist Manifesto. In his book Political Repression in 19th Century Europe, Robert 

Justin Goldstein described some conventional techniques of political repression (namely 

suffrage discrimination and restrictions on freedom) and expressed his concern for the civil 

and political rights of the people. He deeply believed in the necessity of strikes and 

revolutions in 19th century Europe.  Marx and Engels also observed the political repression 

that happened in nations and societies ruled by Capitalist politicians. Marx and Engels 

published the Communist Manifesto to appeal to those who resisted Capitalist politicians that 

oppressed and exploited their political and civil authority. They contradicted the idea of 

Capitalism to maintain political freedom and civil rights for the working class and to uphold 

their political ideology. In Marx and Engels’ opinion, by issuing the Communist Manifesto, 

more people would be familiar with Communist ideas; and by replacing the Capitalist 

government with a Communist government, the problems of political repression and civil 

rights could be fundamentally resolved. 

The Industrial Revolution that occurred from the late 18th century to the mid 19th 

century acted as an essential component to  the formation of the structure of society. E.W. 

Cooney, the  writer of 19th-century Building, illustrated that the effect of the Industrial 

Revolution was not only “rapid economic growth” and “the rise of factory system,” but also 

started the rise of Capitalism. The capitalists gained great economic benefits during the 
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Industrial Revolution, and their social influence and status were largely promoted. They 

successfully replaced the princes and nobles and became the ruling class of society. In 

contrast, the working-class as the group that directly created wealth, had instead become 

increasingly poor. The capitalists' dominant position in society and poverty among the 

working-class people caused by the Industrial Revolution led to the emergence of the 

Communist Manifesto written by Marx and Engels. They believed that the working class was 

the basis of society, the main contributor to the Industrial Revolution, who deserved more 

benefits, and should become the ruling class of nations. Proletarians, as the largest social 

class, represented the interests of most people, which made them the only appropriate group 

that could indeed follow the path of Communism. Marx and Engels saw and experienced the 

Industrial Revolution, the poverty among regular people, and the political repression that 

motivated them to create the Communist Manifesto. They believed that making the 

proletarians the ruling class in society, abolishing all private property, and implementing 

Communist ideology would completely change or solve social problems. 

Artists also created works that reflected the social background of 19th century Europe 

influenced by the Communist Manifesto. Gustave Courbet, a 19th-century Realism painter,  

often reflected on the facts of life and satirized social phenomenon in his artwork. He was 

deeply influenced by The Communist Manifesto, not only by his own admission but also from 

what can be seen in his painting, The Stone Breakers. In this work, Courbet perfectly 

portrayed two working-class people and expressively reflected the poor situation that the 

proletarians were facing at the time. The life of The Stone Breakers was similar to the core 

idea that Marx and Engels suggested in The Communist Manifesto: the proletarian class, who 

are the laborers in society, experience the greatest poverty and hardship. The painting was 

completed in 1849, only one year after The Communist Manifesto was published. Influenced 

by their ideas, Courbet was concerned about the plight of the poor in society. In the painting, 
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he portrayed two typical workers removing stones with their bare hands from the road; by 

today’s standards, this seems like a punishment assigned to prison laborers, but was a very 

normal form of work for poor people in the 19th century. In addition, the two men have dark 

skin and slightly curved backs caused by working outside; they are wearing dirty clothes and 

pants with patches and big holes, weathered and torn yellow hats, and worn and dusty shoes. 

These factors are all indications that Courbet used to reveal the poor conditions experienced 

by proletarians. By utilizing shadows and light, he successfully focused all the attention on 

the two characters in the painting with the purpose of strengthening the impression of 

working-class people. In order to show what is real, “Courbet [has] depicted a man that 

seems too old and a boy seems still too young for such back-breaking labor,” meant to be an 

accurate account of the oppression and deprivation that was a common feature of proletariat 

life. As an artistic leader of the Realism movement in 19th-century France, Courbet issued a 

manifesto on Realism by imitating Marx and Engels. It is fair to say that Courbet shared a 

similar point of view with the two revolutionaries, using visual art as his expressive form 

rather than the written word. 

The Stone Breakers effectively portrayed Courbet’s concern for proletarians as well as 

the shared statement Marx and Engels expressed in The Communist Manifesto. The success 

of this painting and of Courbet is powerful evidence of the popularization of The Communist 

Manifesto and the political and social revolutions brought by the seminal book.  

The popularization of the Communist Manifesto and the revolutions it inspired in the 

19th century are evidence of its impact. A significant  example was the revolutions that 

pervaded Europe in 1848, known as the Springtime of the Peoples, the same year the 

Communist Manifesto was published. The core values and ideas of proletarian supremacy and 

criticism toward the bourgeoisie presented in the Communist Manifesto stimulated these 

revolutions with strikes and parades organized by working-class people in large European 
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countries including Germany, England, and France. Marx’s writing style and word choice in 

the Communist Manifesto inspired proletarians, generated a  mass appeal, and sparked 

political revolutions. Moreover, Marx’s convincing notion about a new society dominated by 

the proletariat and his criticism of the bourgeoisie contributed to the popularity of his 

revolutionary idea of class destruction, continuing into the 20th century. The 1917 October 

Revolution, led by Marxist Vladimir Lenin, established Communism in the Soviet Union, 

while it was first introduced to China in the early 1900s and influenced the founding of Mao 

Zedong’s Communist Party of China in 1949 (before the reform and opening-up policy). 

Although Marx and Engels’ ideas have not been fully interpreted and implemented, as seen in 

both the Soviet Union and China, they indeed brought forth one of the greatest ideological 

debates and contrasting economic models, Communism and Capitalism, to all of human 

society. The words they declared that “[proletarians] have a world to win”played an 

important role in awakening the consciousness of the working class. The emergence of the 

Communist Manifesto and its great influence on society serves as a precious contribution to 

social culture, promoting economic self-awareness and the spirit of resistance of all mankind. 
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Title: The Stonebreakers 

Artist: Gustave Courbet 

1849 
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